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U.S. idea may end deadlock
An American proposal for over-i

coming (he deadlock on the agenda

in (he Israef-Lebanon talks received

positive reactions from both sides

last week.
Israel has been seeking normal

relations with Lebanon In the talks

on withdrawal of foreign forces

from Lebanon, but Beirut has been
under pressure from other Arab
governments to restrict relations.

The Israel cabinet on Sunday did

ml take an official stand on the

U.S. proposal. This will come after

Lebanon replies, it is reported.

The feeling in Jerusalem on Sun-

jay was that there was a good

:hance of the negotiations getting

underway.

The three teams at the negotia-

tions, which are being held alters

natingly in Halde, near Beirut, and

in the northern Israeli border town

of Klryat Shmona, issued a Joint

communique last week which
referred to “new Ideas", a phrase

which is seen as a hopeful sign. The
communique termed the negotia-

tions last week as “Ihiilful."

The U.S. draft agenda is an

amalgam of earlier Israeli and
Lebanese ideas for points for the

agenda. It does not use the word
“normalization

1* in the disputed

paragraph on future relations

between Israel and Lebanon, but in-

stead lists some of the elements of

normalization that Israel wants to

negotiate.

It is said that the key point in the

U.S. suggestions is that it leaves

room for “normalization” to be on

the agenda under that term itself or

under a heading such as “mutual

relations*' without listing details.

In Jerusalem on Friday, Foreign

Minister Yitzhak Shamir told the

Army Radio that “Arab pressure

was keeping Lebanon from deciding

what is good for it.** He said that the

normalization or relations with

Israel provided Lebanon with "a

chance to free itself or its internal

cannicls.”

He charged (he Arab states with

wanting to keep Lebanon internally

divided, saying that "If Lebanon re-

jects normalization, it will fall back

nto the clutches of the Arab states,

and nothing will have changed.” He

said that many of Lebanon's

Moslems agreed that a solution to

Lebanon's internui troubles rested

with a lasting peace with Israel.

Defence Minister Ariel Sharon

said in the Knesset lasL week that

nothing he had revealed to the press

in mid-December had an adverse

effect on the negotiations with

Lebanon.

i

On the contrary, he said, the

negotiations were now proceeding

with full force, with the declared

goal of arriving at security and nor-

malization arrangements between

the two countries.

As to -the rest, patience and

coolness were called for. After all, It

had taken IS years to reach a peace

agreement with Egypt.

Sharon was replying to a motion

for the agenda by' Elazar Oranot

(Alignment-Mapam), who called on

the prime minister to replace

Sharon both as a representative of

Israel in the negotiations with

Lebanon and as defence minister.

The motion was defeated by a vote

or 544$.

Oranot charged that from the

beginning Sharon had distorted the

facts about the war and that last

month he had leaked information to

the press about his contacts with the

Lebanese that could have
torpedoed negotiations. Press

Teporis about a “sensational

breakthrough," based on these

leaks, had caused the Lebanese no

end of embarrassment, Oranot said.

Compliedfrom reports by David Lan-

dau and Aryeh Rubinstein.

(See Controversy P. 13)

FUSS ABOUT THE SAM-5s
tt'MilweS froa sage I)

about the Clow of sophisticated

weapons to Syria.

Shainir replied that Israel was
worried, but did not elaborate. The
exchange received wide press
coverage, including verbatim
reports of what was said. This in-

dicates that some official wanted it

made known that Syria was re-

arming with the best equipment
available.

On the morning the committee
met, two newspapers, including The
Jerusalem Post, ran stories on Syrian
military developments, including an
assessment from "highly
knowledgeable sources" that by the
end of 1984, Israel would be facing a
far superior Syrian military force
than it did on the eve of Operation
Peace for Galilee, and that Syria's

ostensible military defeat in that

war has not radically stymied, or
even stunted, that country's plan-
ned military growth.
The newspaper reports were not

initiated by the government or the
army in any way, but were the result

of a briefing requested by the press.

So it seems that what happened was

as follows: reporters ask for a brief-

ing with a "knowledgeable source"

who, in response to questions, notes

what is happening to the Syrian

military. The leader of the opposi-

tion reads the paper, combines the

reports with his own personal
knowledge of events and asks a

question or the foreign minister

whose subsequent expression of

general concern became headlines.

Someone, for reasons still un-

clear, decides to take all this one
step further, and tells the army
spokesman to pinpoint the missiles
— leading to a minor tremor
throughout the world.

IN THE WHIRLWIND of sensa-

tion that followed, the public almost

totally overlooked the real impor-

tance of what was happening in

Syria militarily. By the end of 1983,

the Syrian armed forces will have

grown by over 20 percent; they will

be armed with the most
sophisticated Soviet weapons
available; and by the end of 1984,

they will be totally re-organized into

more efficient battle formations. By

then the Syrians will be less depen-
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dent on reserves, making the Syrian

army a more professional army, and

within two years, there will be 1 ,000

Syrian tanks deployed on the Golan
Heights, opposite Israeli forces

there — on condition that Syria

withdraws from Lebanon.
There was no great expression of

alarm, these past few months, when
almost all of Syria’s large-scale

military exercises were offensive in

nature, and included the un
precedented use of armour in an at-

tack role. There was almost no com-
ment on the fact that not only did

the war in Lebanon not seriously

harm the Syrian military potential,

it may actually have served to

enhance it by illustrating to the

Syrians where their weaknesses lie.

Of all the logical moves the

Syrians and the Soviets could have
chosen to make in the wake of the

Lebanese war, bolstering Syria's air

defences with a better system than

that deployed in the past seems the

most logical. It was a move that has
been expected since early June.

What makes the SAM-5s dif-

ferent from other anti-aircraft

systems currently in the Syrian

arsenal is their range (250 km.) and
their high effective operational ceil-

ing (29 km). Whether these facta

turn the SAM-5 into a strategic

weapon worthy or special comment
from the army spokesman is

debatable. There can be no debate,

however, that this can hardly be

used as an excuse for a war.

The writer Is the Defence Cor-
respondent of The Jerusalem Post.

Israel space agency
Israel is to have a space agency.

A cabinet committee last weak
accepted Science an'd Development
Minister Yuval Ne’eman’s proposal

for the creation of such a body to

coordinate and initiate local pro-

jects for exploitation of space, it

charged him with drawing up
specific plans for the agency's struc-

ture.

Contacts with Soviet reported
The cabinet secretary refused to comment on Sunday about reports that

Israel has been trying to initiate a dialogue with the Soviet Union.

Israel Radio says that since Yuri Andropov came to power Israel has

sought — through direct and Indirct contacts — to Inform the Soviet

Union that Jerusalem is interested in beginning a dialogue and that this

could contribute to the peace process. Moscow broke relations In 19671

Rumania’s President Ceausescu was said to have been involved in one of

the contacts, made when it became known that the Soviet Union Inten-

ded to supply the SAM-5 anti-aircraft missiles to Syria.

HUSSEIN’S TERMS
(Continued from page 1)

Jordan will probably announce
"within the next month or two" that

it is ready to join the Middle Eaat

peace process — provided that it ia

given U.S. assurances that Israel

will halt all settlement activities in

the West Bank and Gaza Strip while

talks are in progress,

Speaking at the American
Cultural Centre in the capital,

Quandt said that recent discussions

in Amman had persuaded him that,

provided a settlement freeze could

be assured, “we are relatively close

to the moment when King Hussein
ia going to make an announcement
publicly and without ambiguity that'

he is ready to enter into
negotiations."

A new element in the Middle East

equation arose last week when Iraqi

Deputy Premier Tarek Aziz said

that Iraq is urging the PLO to enter

into negotiations with Israel as part

of an effort to arrive at a peaceful

solution of the Palestine conflict.

In an interview with the Paris dai-

ly Le Monde, Adz is quoted as say-

ing that Iraq “is not opposed to a

peaceful resolution or the problem
and therefore not opposed to

negotiations Between Israel on the

one hand and the PLO and its Arab
partners on the other,”

PLO chief Yasser
Arafat is to be ready to join the

Arab-Israeli peace process in

March, following "a U.S. promise
that 97 per cent of the Israeli oc-

cupied West Bank of the Jordan
would be relinquished."

The report was carried in the in-

dependent Kuwaiti dally al-Qabas,

quoting “informed Jordanian

Arafat

sources and Palestinians close to the

PLO leadership."

The newspaper said that Arafat,

who arrived in Amman from

Damascus on Friday, was due to

discuss with Hussein the working

details of joining the peace talks on

the basis of “new ideas" com-

municated by the U.S. administra-

tion.

These provide mainly for a joint

Jordanian-Palestinlan delegation

“on condition that the Palestinian

component not be limited to the

PLO."
President Ronald Reagan was

quoted as warning King Hussein
that the alternative to joining peace
talka by next March “would be

delaying the whole thing until 1986'*

because of Reagan's upcoming
preoccupation with U.S. presiden-

tial elections

In another development, Chief of

Staff Rav-Aluf Rafael Eitan told a

gathering of students in Jerusalem

last week that Judea and Samaria

should not be given up, “not even

for peace."

In response to questions by par-

ticipants at the World Union of

Jewish Students 19th world con-

ference, Eitan reiterated his well-

known view that Judea and Samaria

are part of Eretz Yisrael. “Whoever
proposes returning Judea and

Samaria, even in exchange for

peace, is actually proposing to

return the Jewish people to the

Diaspora," said Eitan.

Former premier Yitzhak Rabin

said last week at the West Bank set-

tlement of Efrat that the Jordan Val-

ley, Jerusalem, the eastern foothill)

of Samaria, Qush Etzion and the

southern part of the Gaza Strip will

always be part of Israel.

Rabin told settlers there was s

mistaken impression that the

Labour Party was in favour of

withdrawing to the 1967 borders in

return for peace. This was untrue,

he said, and pointed out that the

party has always insisted that there

would have to be changes In the old

armistice lines.

Compiledfrom reporlA'by Davtd.Lait-

dau, David Bernstein and Agencies,

(Hussein holds back, Page 10)

ON A TIGHTROPE
that whatever the eventual settle4

ment the Syrians would remain

relatively close at hand and their in*

fluence in the mountains would

continue to be significant.

Israel la apparently seeking to

persuade the Druse to take a more

detached view of the Syrians. At

the same time, Israel must take so*

count of its own significant Drute

minority — and avoid taking sides,

against the Druse in Lebanon. 1

:

North of the Shouf mountain*!'

clashes continued between pro* wjj1

anti-Syrian forces ln
;

Tripo11 '

1

Lebanon's second largest 'City

About 200 people have been kiUW

in seven weeks of sporadic fighting-

(Confirmed Tr-itt page I)

briefings to the cabinet last week,
the Druse fighters in the Shouf were
depicted os the stronger, more mili-

tant and currently more successful
force. Ministers were told that the
Druse were determined (q carve put
a virtual autonomy for themselves in

the mountains. For yearsrnow they
hod sought to push the local, pjjris-

tinn villagers northwards out pf. the
area. The 30,000-odd Christians
who remained often lived, as

1

veritable, vassals to thei^ Druse
neighbours..

,
Now, in the wider political Uncer-

tainty that shrouded ail of Lebanon,

;
the Druse seemed to be. calculating
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NEWS REPORT

Four of the eight Israelis being held prisoner by the PLO photographed by a British television

company, Vlsnows. Six of the eight wefe photographed in a PLO base in the Lebanese Bekau
valley, At that time, the prisoners were being given new year gifts. They were captured about
four months ago with two others whilo in a lookout point north of the Bclrut-Damascus road. The

- -forces, of Ahmad Jibril are holding the other two prisoners. The six being heid together were
shown on Jordan-T-V. on Saturday night. They said their health was satisfactory and that Red
Cross officials had visited them fourtimes during their four months in captivity.

Grenade attack on TA bus
By ISRAEL AM RANI
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AViV. — Twelve persons were
injured early Saturday evening
when a hand-grenade, apparently

thrown by two terrorists, exploded
inside an Egged has in Tei Aviv.

Nine of the wounded were taken to

hospital and allowed to leave later.

The condition of one of the other

wounded was deserihed its

"moderate." The other two were in

"fair condition."

The grenade, of Russiun
manufacture, according to pulicc,

was «ine of two that were thrown
towards the bus from the balcony of

a deserted second-storey flut in

southern Tel Aviv at about 6:30

p.m. The second grenade exploded

outside the bus.

The bus driver. Aninon Dahan,
38, of Rehovot, was hit in the head
by grenade fragments and is

among those in hospital.

"We heard the bus skidding, then
heard something that sounded like a
shot. I went to the window and saw
the bus drive by. Then 1 heard a

huge explosion and smelled burned
firing powder," said Haim
Namatiyof, who witnessed the at-

tack from a flat at Rehov Bar-Yohai
19.

T he hus driver told the police Unit

he had untied two men on the

balcony about to throw whut he
thought were stones, and that he
therefore accelerated.

According to Numutiyuf, the bus
com i lined about 150 metres before
finally stopping in u predominantly
industrial area. There, the grenade
exploded.

One of the grenades, according to

other witnesses, huunccd off the

bus's windshield, fell to the ground
and exploded. The other entered

the bus through the first side win-

dow behind the door and lodged in

the Ipggagc rack bchjpd the driver,

before exploding.

Several cars stopped and
picked up wounded people.

The police, who arrived within

minutes after the explosion,
arrested 17 suspects on Saturday

night.

It was the first terror at tuck in Tel

Aviv since early 1975, police said,

and according to one source, confir-

ming police intelligence reports that

terrorists planned to strike in the

Tel Aviv metropolitan area
following the events in Lebanon.

Tel Aviv district police comman-
der Nitzav Avrnhum Turgeman

culled on the public lo he on the

alert lor explosives which might be
left by terrorists in public places.

On Wednesday of last week n

bomb w^s found next to the ye hide
licensing office in Hebron. A
border-police sapper detonated it,

and apart from sonic broken win-
dows. no damage or injuries were
caused.

In l.od. the military court lust

week sentenced Uriah Ahbad
Zururu. IX. in js \ciirs in jail after

he was found guilix ol a terrorist act

in Eilat.

The court wils told that Zururu
joined Fatah at the age of 15 and
served as a gunner at a camp in

southern Lebanon.

At the start of the Peace for

Galilee operation, he travelled to

Syria and asked to be given an

assignment against Israel.

He was told to travel to Akubu,

the Jordanian town opposite Eilul,

where he was given an automatic

weapon, and hand-grenudes. He
slipped through the border to Eilat

and opened lire over in the direc-

tion of a crowd. He did not hit

anyone, and was arrested by
security forces.

Zuraru admitted his guilt.

hurt in two terror incidentsOne dead, 21
By HIRSH GOODMAN

Post Defence Correspondent

An Israeli civilian truck-driver;

Adi Mizyachl, 32, was found
murdered just off the main Beirut-

Rosh Hanikra highway in the

Damour area of Lebanon on
Wednesday, last week.

Mizrachi, who w$s reported miss-
ing on the Tuesday night, was found
shot in the head. His hands weTe
bound.

On Friday of Iasi week 21 Israeli

soldiers were wounded in a bus am-
bush south of Beirut.

He was the ninth Israeli fatality in

Lebanon since December i. There
Have also been 15 Israelis injured,

mainly as a result of planned acts of
sabotage. Eight of the dead and all

[he injured were military personnel.
Two soldiers were Injured last

week ' when an explosive charge
rocked their vehicle south of

Beirut. The charge had been laid on
the side of the road, and was ac-
tivated from a distance.

Military sources expressed con-
cern over the rise in terror inci-

dents, as well as the growing
sophistication being displayed by

the-tdrrorists.

The sources said they were con-
vinced that the acts of terror, in-

cluding the placing of five

Katyusha rockets in the eastern and
western sectors of Southern
Le$fcnon recently,- wpre being

perpetrated by remnants of the PLO'

or Lebanese radical left, who were
not included In the overall PLO ex-

pulsion'ftom Beirut.
'

MlzVaChi, who was a convert from

Islam, had been supplying ftiel un-

der do rttrhe t to the IDF id the Shouf

Mountain range, and was on his way

back to Rosh Hanikra When for

somc reasbn hc broke away from his

convoy. Over the past two months,

IsraefV
1 Vehicles travelling in

Lebahon may travel only id convoy,

with armed soldiers attached to

each vehicle.

A senior officer has been ap-

pointed to examine the circum-

stances of thd driver's death.

The bus cariying the 2y soldiers

wotinded ori Friday was attacked

with small arms and bazooka Are
near Kfar Sii, south of Beirut. Most
of the soldiers suffered slight

wounds. They were taken by
helicopter to hospitals in Israel.

• Two members of the terrorist

squad responsible . for the attack
were killed by an IDF force which
pursued them. Weapons and ex-

plosives were found near the bodies.

The attack brought the number of

. Israeli casualties in Lebanon in the

last three weeks to six dead and 25

wounded.

IDF sources in Lebanon believe

that the terrorist attacks on IDF
targets in Lebanon will continue for

the duration of the Israel-Lebanon

talks, They said that all the signs

point lo a reorganization of the ter-

rorist forces In Lebanon,

The sources added that the IDF
' has stepped up security precautions

to meet the threat,

A group calling itself the

Lebanese National- Resistance
Front claimed responsibility for the

ambush.

Winter reigns

_ i *
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[The snow that blanketed Israel’s northorn and mountain
regions Iasi Saturday gave way to rain in much or the

country by mid-week, dampening the spirits of many,
and just about everything else.

Continued precipitation flooded fields, preventing the
harvesting of some vegetables and fruit for export

Agrexco and the Citrus Marketing Board reported
difficulties in filling export quotas because of the rain,

and at least three ships were delayed in leaving port

When you want details of the meteorological, political

or social climate in Israel, you turn to THE
JERUSALEM POST International Edition, ft keeps
you up to date, with complete coverage of Israel and
the Middle East.
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Navon, on U.S. visit,

gives warning on Egypt
Dy WOLF BLITZER

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON, — President
Vii/hiik Nilvon appealed Inst week
to President Roiuild Reagan to help

assure smooth Israeli-Egyptian rela-

tions. In reply to questions at the

National Press Club luncheon
Navon also said he had pre-
sented Reagan with a .summary

of the "consensus" of views within

Israel.

Navon, during his visit to the

U.S., pruised Reagun us "warm, sin-

cere and friendly, I like him very

much."
Navon said he warned Reeaan

Lh&t two statements In his

September l peace initiative could

go against the consensus in Israel.

He said that while Reagan opposed

n Palestinian state, his other

proposals could lead to one. In ad-

dition, Navon said, Reagan's slate-

menl about more Israeli
withdrawals for more peace could

be interpreted as total withdrawal

for total peace, but no Israeli sup-

ports withdrawal to the 1967 boun-

daries.

Navon denied that settlements on

the West Bank are on obstacle to

peace, lie said that while there is

controversy in Israel aver where to

place the settlements, there is no

controversy over Israel's right to es-

tablish them. He said "it was Ab-

surd to claim that there is any

place in the holy land where no
Jews can live."

Navon replied to questions that

Reagan had demonstrated a good

understanding of the Middle East

during their White House meeting
lavt Wednesday. "He knew very

well utuii he was speaking about."

s.nd Navon.

The Israeli president said that in

the post he had been often surprised

to meet leaders in person after

reading about them in newspapers

or watching them on television. But
in Reagan's case, Navon said, "He
was the same man I had an-

licicipaled."

Navon. wild Inter received an

honorary doctorate from Johns

Hopkins University in Baltimore

wav in good humour, often joking

with the several hundred guests.

He carefully avoided controver-

sial issues. Thus, he refused to ex-

press any personal opinions on the

mutter of Israeli settlements in the

West Bank or on the need for a ter-

ritorial compromise.

Navon was introduced by the

president of the Press Club who
noted that he had been mooted in

the press as a possible challenger to

Prime Minister Menachem Begin in

the next elections. Navon politely

interrupted the introduction to say,

“That's not in my official bio."

Later, In response to further

questioning on hit political future,

Navon promised once again to

make an announcement of his plans

in E'ebruary. "This is only January,"

he said. He cited three options

before him — seeking a second

presidential term, returning to

politics, or writing some books.

Recent articles in the government

controlled Egyptian news media, he

said, had raised the spectre of anti-

Semitism. Still, Navon insisted he

was hopeful about the future of the

Israeli-Egyptian relationship.

In Ninon's meeting with Reagan,

I lie IJ.S. president did not
Npccilicstlly mention his September
I pc.ice plan Tor the Middle Eust or

make any demands Tor support from
either Navon or l he State of Israel.

lie roiiffirncd that "the security

ol Israel is incscapably connected
with peace in the Middle East — a

principal goal of both our peoples."

During his stay in the U.S. Presi-

dent Navon is meeting with New
York City Mayor Ed Koch und luter

Gov. Mario Cuomo and is visiting

the universities ol the Orthodox,
Conservative und Reform move-
ments.

A number of meeting with Jewish
community lenders and fund-raisers

were arranged.

President Yitzhak Navon and his wife Oflra are met by Secretary of State George Shultz (right)

when the presidential party arrived in Washington, <up l Telephoto)

President considered quitting over inquiry
President Yitzhak Navon was prepared to resign from

the presidency if Premier Menachem Begin had not

done un about-face on setting up an inquiry into the

massacre at the Sabru and Shaiillu refugee camps in

Beirut.

Nuvon revealed this for the first lime in un interview

and profile of the president by Jerusalem Posi Reporters

Judy Siege] and Louis Rapoporl which appears in the

current issue of The New Republic appearing in

Washington. In the interview, which took place

shortly before Navon's current trip to the U.S., the

president said that after the Knesset supported Begin's

initial decision against a probe, he considered quitting

his office.

“I thought that if there had been a final decision

against setting up any kind of inquiry commission, I

would resign front (he presidency. ! didn't mean to dic-

tate that there should be one kind of inquiry or

another... 1 didn't sit with a stop-watch in hand. I felt

that it was a matter of lime, that the government would

rethink Us .position. 1 didn’t hint about resigning to

anyone.
(In September, on the night before the Knesset vote

against an inquiry, Navon went on television to call for a

credible and independent probe.)

Navon, in discussing why many Sephardi Jews

switched allegiance from Labour to the Likud, says that

(he turning point was the Yom Kippur War and its after-

math, He mentioned Shimon Peres and Yitzhak Rabin
among the Labour leaders responsible for the party’s

loss in the 1977 elections after 29 years in power.

"The people felt that Labour failed on the two basic

matters that concern most Israelis: military security and

economic well-being,'' he said.

Ali affirms peace commitment to Israel

CAIRO. — Egyptian Foreign

Minister Kumul Hassan Ali bus

repudiated cirticism of his country

by President Yitzhak Navon, who
implied in a speech in the U.S. that

Egypt could be hindering progress

towards peace in the Middle Eust.

Ali told Reuters that Egypt still

adheres to its 1979 peace treaty with

Israel and said anti-Israeli attacks in

Egypt’s state-run press reflect

public resentment of Israel's actions

in Lebanon.
m

In Geneva on Friday, Egyptian

Deputy Foreign Minister Bulros

Ghuli said only strong pressure from

the U.S. on Israel would secure an

Isrneli pullout from Lebanon.

In Jerusulem it is reported (hut

(he cabinet will discuss the con-

tinuous Egyptian criticism or Israeli

actions and policies at one of its

meetings in the near future.

Prime Minister Menachem Begin
promised to put this issue high on
the cabinet's agenda, in the wake of
the demand by Energy Minister
Yitzhak Moda'i that the Foreign
Ministry issue a statement caution-
ing Egypt that its critical barrage
was counter-productive.

Moda'i said at a recent cabinet

meeting that the Foreign Ministry

should remind Egypt that since it

had "benefited most from the peace

with Israel, it should realize that its

strident tones of reproach could

merely undermine the advantages it

had reaped.”

Replying, Foreign Minister
Yitzhak Shamir said that while the

atmosphere was unpleasant, Egypt
had not violated any of its fun-

damental obligations under the

peace agreement, and was adhering
scupulously to the terms of
demilitarization. He said that once
the Lebanese problem was eased,

relations would become more cor-

dial.

STEVE WEISSMAN

HERBERT"(RQSNEY
US$16.50

The Islamic Bomb is published by Trmos

Rooks, anil is available from the New Yofk

i i co of 7ho Jfrutetem Post 1 20 East 56th
Sticet. New Ynik. NY 10022 Postage and
hAit'fiitig t;hsrya fur mail orders $2 SO per
tojiy Uutsiiltt Nnrllt Aimnca. allow six to
c jjht week* for surface maif delivery, or add
k S 10 for ma'i potinga

"This timely, well-researched
]

expose by two journalists reads

like a thriller" — Publishers Weekly

The Islamic Bomb is the first complete story of the nuclear

arms rsce in the Middle East. Eighteen months of intensive

investigation in thirteen countries on four continents led

journalists Steve Weissman and Herbert Krosney to document
the secret dealings between power-hungry Middle Eastern

countries and income-hungry Western nuclear nations. The
message is harrowing: the peril grows daily, as the world’s most
violence-prone nations acquire nuclear weapons.

Weissman and Krosney also disclose the full details of Israel's

raid on the Iraqi reactor in June, 1981, and tell how the event

might havo been prevented.
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To: The Jerusalem Post, 120 East BBth Street, New York.
NY 10022

Please send ms The Islamio Bomb. Payment is enclosed, as
indicated below

LI US$18.00 (includes $2.50 postage and handling charge)

Cl US$25.50 (includes $10.00 overseas all mail postage)

Name (ploase prim)

Address

City State Zip

THE WEI8S FAMILY
Wilt Fay. ton Jarry* daughter Marilyn, fitter NelUa Wtltzman.

daughter-in-law Agnes end grandson Ernesto

mourn the passing of

ABE WEISS
Beloved father and huBbend 11895-1982)

Born near Kishinev In Ruesle

THE SHLOMO ZALMAN AND SHOSHANA
STROGHLITZ CHAIR OF HOLOCAUST STUDIES
announces the annuel award In honour of Dr. Aryeh Nesher,

former Vice-President of the University.

The award will be made for a research project, literary or artistic

work or film dealing with the political, social, cultural .
or

psychological aspects of the Holocaust, Anti-SemltiBm in Modern
Time or the ALtltude of Nations to the Jewish People In Modern
Times.

A committee under the chairmanship of Prof. Aryeh Grabois will ad-

judicate all Bntrles.submitted.

The value of the award Is $4,000 par year.
1

1

* Only such works as were completed within 2 years prior to sub-

mission will be considered.
. ;

* Entries should not exceed 10,000 words.
* Entries to the submitted

1

in one of the following languages:

Hebrew, YiddlBh, English, French, Russian or Polish.

+ The closing data for the receipt of entries Is March 15, 1983,

Entries to be addressed to: Mr. Nissan Matri, Committee Coordinator,

University of Haifa.Mount Carmel, 3109B Haifa, Israel.
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Soviet Jews intimidated, MKs told
By ASHER WALLFISH

Poit Knesset Correspondent

Government officials warned the

Knesset Aliya Committee lost week
ihnl the Soviet authorities are cur-

rently mounting a campaign of

violent repression against the at*

tempts of Soviet Jews to organize, In

general, and to study Hebrew, in

particular, in the principal cities.

Aim of the campaign is to deter

and intimidate aliya activists, the

committee was told, In Odessa
recently, aliya activists were
physically assaulted in order to In-

timidate them, the officials

charged.

The committee, yrhich also

received a report oni the arrest of

aliya activist Yosef Begun, Tor the

third lime, was told that if Begun
were charged under para. 70 or the

Soviet criminal code, which refers

to treason, he could be sent to

prison for life. No aliya activist

before him has ever been arrested

three times running.

Begun, a Hebrew teacher had
Hebrew books in his possession

when he wus arrested. The income
lax authorities lold him that "the

profession of Hebrew teacher does

not exist outside the universities"

when he tried to report that he

earned his living teaching Hebrew.
The officials reported that

demonstrations outside Soviet em-
bassies against the threat of a show
trial against Begun are now being

organized In many countries in an

effort lo arouse public opinion.

The Knesset committee intends

to contact members of the U.S.

Congress and of various parliaments

to advise them of the impending
trial.

Judy Siegel adds:

Begun, 50, n refusenik for nearly

12 years, is reportedly jailed in

Vladimir prison north or Moscow*.

He has already served a term of ex-

ile in Siberia. The mathematician

and radio engineer has been an im-

migration activist ns well as one of

the foremost campaigners for the

Tree study ctf Jewish culture in the

Soviet Union.

His fricml, Inna Spcraaskaya. was
recently interrogated and her
M nscow h nine searched . The
authorities confiscated a number of

hooks, including The Kuzart by
Yehuda liulevy; Jews, Cad and

History by Max Dimonl; articles by

Vladimir Jabotinsky and 90 Minutes

in Entebbe. She refused to accom-

pany the investigators, on the

grounds that it is illegal under

Soviet law lo be questioned in the

hours of darkness. She has been un-

der intense pressure, says Prof,

Binyamin Fain, a physics professor

at Tel Aviv University, to sign a

stalemcnl that the confiscated

materials belonged lo Begun, but

she has refused to do so.

The professor spoke to Begun

shortly before his arrest and found

him "full of energy and determined

to continue his struggle for the right

lo Jewish culture in Russia."

There are about 1,000 Jews study-

ing Hebrew in all of the Soviet

Union today, says Fain, who came
on aliya in 1977. "There is a syn-

drome of Jewish fear. If someone
were to go into a secondhand
bookstore in Moscow, it would be

unthinkable that he ask out loud for

a hook on Jewish history. But if we
could legitimize the study of Jewish

cullure, and if newspapers could ac-

cept advertisements for Hebrew
leaching,," says Fain, "people will

accept it."

Volunteers distribute Jcrrycans of kerosene lost week to the elderly poor

In the Nahlaot quarter of Jerusalem, on behalf of the Jerusalem

municipality and the Social Council for Heating Homes of the Aged.

(JPPAI

Heating grant for elderly

Knesset urges retrial for Nazis
By ARYEH RUBINSTEIN

Post Kneuet Reporter

The Knesset lust week
denounced Inal month's refusal by

the public prosecutor in Dortmund,
West Germany, lo demand punish-

ment or Nazi war criminals Wilhcm
Westerheide and Johanna Zelle,

and called for a retrial.

Westerheide, now 74, was com-
mander of the Vladimir- Linsk dist-

trict on the Polish-Ukrainian border
in the early 1940s. Zelle, now 62,

was his secretary. They were tried

for having taken part in the murder
of some 9,000 Jews in ihe Vladimir
ghetto in 1942-43.

Sheva Weiss (Alignment), who
raised the matter in a motion for the
agenda, noted that German Judge
Paul Filter had taken testimony in

Haifa from a survivor who said he
had witnessed Westerheide pull out
his pistol and shoot a Jewish woman
of about 30 in whose possession

guards had found a slaughtered
chicken and a few potatoes. The
witness testified that Zelle had
specialized in the murder of Jewish
children.

But the German prosecutor hud
told the court that the witnesses

were not credible, because 40 years
had elapsed.

“Can such things be forgotten?"

asked Weiss, himself a Holocaust
survivor.” "This is the experience of
death, It is something that cannot
be forgotten."

Justice Minister Moshe Nissim
said that no war criminal who took
part in genocide should be permit-

ted to go Tree. Ordinary procedural

rights of on accused, such as limita-

tion, immunity, and double
jeopardy must not be granted in

such cases, he said.

He said Israel does not wish to

advise other countries about their

legal systems. But in cases involving

the Holocaust, Israel has a direct in-

terest, and has the right to urge —
even to demand — a retrial.

For if the court's verdict were
permitted to stand, it would reduce

the prospects of prosecuting other

Nazi war criminals who might be
found, Nissim said.

The house agreed that the
speeches of Weiss and Nissim be
considered the sense of the Knesset,

and that they be transmitted by the

speaker to the parties concerned.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Following u week of bitter cold

weather, needy elderly people living

in the coldest areas of the country

will receive a special heating

allowance added on lo their regular

old-age pension from the National

Insurance Institute.

The grant is expected to provide

enough fuel or electricity for six ex-

tra heating hours u day, during the

next three months, to maintain an

average temperature of 20-22

degrees C.

This was announced last week in

the Knesset Labour and Social Af-

fairs Committee by Dr. Yitzhak

Brick of the Ministry of Labour and

Social Affairs.

The grant will be limited to those

over 65 who already receive a

"social benefit" for low-income
groups, and who live in areas where
the average temperature in January
is seven degrees Centigrade or
below. This includes Jerusalem, the

Judean Hills, Mizpe Ramon, Upper
Galilee and Safad.

Peace campaigner and
philanthropist Abie Nathan has

already raised IS I million for

healing for the elderly.

In Haifa, angry parents last week

demonstrated lo protest the luck ol

heating in local clussrooms.

The angry slogan-chanting
demonstrators said their children,

who attend junior high schools and

high schools, are unable to study

properly because of the extreme

cold.

A municipal spokeswoman said it

is the Education Ministry’s respon-

sibility to cover heating costs, but

Haifa, unlike Jerusalem, is not

regarded as a priority area. She said

the municipality already pays 54 per

cent of Haifa's total education

budget, including the heating of

kindergartens and elementary
schools.

Blue movie slips into Friday entertainment MKs reject attendance proposals

By YA'ACOV FRIEDLER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAi FA. — This city, long known as "Red Haifa" for its

uninterrupted Labour rule, is now turning "blue" with
pornographic films turning up in some unexpected
places.

Lust week, during a regular Friday night film

and pop music session at the city's Aba Khoushy Com-
munity Centre, sections of the mostly young audience
were respectively shocked and delighted when un in-

nocuous pop film suddenly faded inlo a hard porno
movie.

One of those who was shocked, alarmed the Centre

manager, who ordered the film stopped, and it ended as

suddenly as it had started — after only 30 seconds.

The film-, had been screened by u contractor who

received the concession, and who also happened to hold
the concession of the Centre buffet. He faces a IS235
million damage suit from leading film companies for
allegedly pirating their films and selling video copies of
them.

Mayor A rye Gurel has ordered an investigation inlo

the incident, and if it is found that the blue film was in-

verted deliberately, action will be taken against the

responsible parties.

The incident followed earlier screenings of late Fri-

day night porno films by one of the three private cnble
TV companies that have sprung up in various
neighbourhoods of the city.

The porno films were slopped when parents among
(he subscribers complained that they had a bad in-

fluence on their children and they were afraid to leave

them at home alone "for » nice night's viewing."

Wave of vandalism against churches in Jerusalem
Br tSMEI. AMJUNl

Mice ,,rc keeping giutd around
the vl.uk .n the Rijssmii Orthodox
Church in l in Kcreui, on the out-
>kirts or Jerusalem, .liter an .a i erupt

l.»v> 1 1 * blow up its conking gas
i v,!u tilers This Inflows a wasc of
•in'd.dism against Jerusalem:
tllHKltCV

I'hHlc iiiirrlmlcd the explosion at-
tempt to .iitii.ChiiMian fanatic*.

During the past 10 days, several
churches, including two in Eln

I’AGE 6

Kcrum, were vandalized. Swastikas
umi the word OUT were painted on
the Noire Dume and the Greek
churches in Kin Kerem on
niristiiMt l-.ve. l-uHiur List week
Ihe gules of the Ethiopian Church in
the centre of Jerusalem were
smeared with excrement.
The explosion attempt prompted

Interior Minister Yosef Burg on
Tuesday night to ask police
Inspect or-General Rav Nitzav Aryc
Ivt/an to provide guards for the

church. Burg nlso denounced the

anti-Christian vandalism and reaf-

firmed Israel's commitment to
guarantee religious freedom in the
country.

Although expressing concern
about the vandalism, the Russian
Orthodox Patriarch Archimandrite
Anatoly Panteleimon told The
Jerusalem Post lust week that he
viewed the explosion attempt os an
isolated incident, terming It

"unpleasant.”

Post Knesset Correspondent

The Alignment Knesset faction

has unanimously rejected new
proposals by Knesset Speaker
Menahem Savidor to compel all

MKs lo attend the Knesset three

days a week and to attend the com-
mittees to which they are assigned.

Alignment faction chairman
Moshe Shahal, who reported that

Savidor had raised these proposals

in the presidium and asked that

they be referred to the Tactions, said

he personally believed that Savidor

was trying to turn the Knesset into

"an army camp with military dis-

cipline."

The faction passed a resolution

describing Ihe Snvidor reforms us

"dangerous," blaming the govern-

ment for failing in its obligation, to

keep the Knesset busy with legisla-

Dry Bones
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lion, and demanding that the

government and the coalition treat

,
the Knesset with more respect.

Group to aid Falashas established in U.S.

Jcrusnlcm Post Correspondent

NEW YORK. — The creation ofan
organization lb assist -the en-
dangered Jewish 'community of
Ethiopiu, the North American-
Conference on Ethiopian Jewry,

has been announced in 'New Ydrk,
York. I.,:—:. '

THE JERUSALEM POST INTERNATIONAL EDITION

Barbara Ribakove, senior editor-

of Health magazine, who visited the

Falasha community in Ethiopia hi

the fall of 1981, will serve as con-

, Terence president.
.
Rabbi Shlomo-

Riskin, spiritual leader of the Lin-

coln Square synagogue i iri Mdnhat*
’

;tan, will bethe honorary chairhinn:
1 1
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Bond sales

yield $500m.
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Cash sales for the Israel Bond
Organization in 1982 exceeded the

half billion dollar mark. It was an-

nounced here lust week by Sam
Rothberg, general chairman of the

organization.

He reported that despite severe

recession and record unemploy-
ment in the U.S., the proceeds of

the Israel Bond Organization
amounted to $502,1 44, 500 in 1982 as

against $432,958,900 in the previous

year.

All proceeds from the Israel

Bond programme flow into the
development budget of the State of
Israel to help finance its economic
growth. Rothberg said that the in-

creased results of 1982 reflected

"the unbroken solidarity of the
Jewish community with the people
of Israel."

While there was criticism of
Israel in some quarters as a result of
Ihe war in Lebanon, in his opinion,

"it did not have a negative Impact
on Bond sales. On the contrary, the

criticism stimulated wider response

in many circles to Israel’s economic
needs."

A major factor in the outcome for

1982, he said, "was the record

results in synagogues and temples
during the special High Holiday ef-

forts conducted under the
leadership of the Bond Organiza-

tion’s National Rabbinic Cabinet,

headed by Rabbi Leon Kronish of

Miami."
Another leading factor, ac-

1

cording to Rothberg, was the par-

ticipation of the non-Jewish sector,

where sales in 1982 were the highest

in the history of the organization.

Among the outstanding highlights

of the campaign last year, he said,

were the Emergency Drive in the

summer months to help offset the

economic impact of Operation
Peace for Galilee, and the Golda
Meir Leadership Award Dinner,

honouring William Belzberg of Los
Angeles, the National Campaign
Co-Chairman.

Murdered TA man
worth ‘$70 million’

TEL AVIV (him). — A police in-

vestigator said Iasi week ihul Abba
Sheinbaum, who was murdered a
fortnight ago in Tel Aviv, was worth
S70 million and owned about "half
the central bus stulion."

Rav- Pi ikad Yitzhak Lushi Said ' this

when applying to the magistrate's

court here for an extension of the

remand of Said Samargandi and
Najy Chichi, who are suspected of
the shooting.

Police earlier released Najy’s twin
brother, Abraham Chichi, for lack of
any evidence implicating him in the

killing of the 74-year-old business-

man.
Lushi said Samargandi had had a

business dispute with Sheinbaum,
who was found dead In his office.

Judge Rcuven Ziv agreed to ex-
tend the remand of the two by three
days to enable police to complcto a
ballistics test and to give both
suspects lie detector tests.

ARABIC. — Thirty-two Knesset

Members have begun n series or 12

iwo-hoiir Arabic lessons organized
by Ulpan Akiva, the Netanya
language centre established 32 years

ago;-
1 1
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Begin
By DAVJD LANDAU

Post Diplomatic Correspondent

Prime Minister Menachem Begin
has thrown his weight behind the

demand that the incumbent chief

rabbis, Shlomo Goren and Ovadia
Yosef, be allowed to run for re-

election. Accordingly, those favour-
ing re-election are likely lo triumph,

and the law, which bars the chief

rabbis from serving for more than

one 10-year term, will be amended.
Begin made his position clear at

lust week's cabinet meeting. He was

not swayed by Justice Minister

Moshe Nissim's argument that

"personal legislation” — a tamper-
ing with laws in the interests of in-

dividuals — runs counter to the

spirit of the rule of law.

Nissim f Likud-Liberals) and

religious affairs Minister Yosef
Burg (National Religious Party) are

apparently in the minority within

the cabinet in their effort to hold
the election under the present law
and thus prevent Goren and Yosef
from standing. Ministers Yitzhak
Moda'i (Likud-Liberals) and
Mordechai Bcn-Poral (Inde-
pendent) came out in favour of
enabling the incumbents to run, and
it was plain that they reflected Ihe

views of most of those present.

Begin agreed lo put off a final

decision until this week.

The premier is known to have u

close and warm relationship with

Ashkenazi incumbent Goren, and
this is said lo guide his attitude on
the election issue. Goren visited

Begin frequently during his recent

mourning for his wife, Aliza, and
the premier is said to have found
solace in the chief rabbi's support.

In addition, Gorcn’s fervent sup-

port for the "Greater Israel’’

political philosophy has been help-

ful and encouraging to the prime
minister over the years.

When the re-election issue first

surfaced some months ago, Begin
favoured amendment of the luw that

would enable the two incumbents to

stay in office until the age of 70 (like

judges) without the need to stand

for re-election at all. (The chief rab-

bis arc in Tact judges: they are ex of-

ficio members of the Supreme Rab-
binical Court.)

Now, however, the premier has

uhundoned ihul position in favour

of a ‘com promise' — supporting

elections this year as required by

law but insisting that the law be

changed so that Goren and Yosef

can run.

Rabbinical sources say that if

Yosef runs he would be virtually un-

beatable. It is unlikely, they say,

that any other Sephardi contender
would run against him.

Goren, too, would stand a fair

chance of re-election, say these
sources, though much would de-

pend on who ran against him. The
Ashkenazi chief rabbi, though
recognized us a foremost halachic

authority, is not universally popular
either in the rabbinical world or in

the political community. One
frontrunner in a possible contest is

said lo he Tel 'Aviv veteran c/uuim

(judge) Rjhhi Y it /link Kolii/.

FOLLOW THE SOFTWARE -

TO ISRAEL
Israel is ru

number a
'upidly becoming one of the world’s largest software centers. An increasing

ofjob openings await you in Israel at Advanced Technology Ltd., Israel's

Software House.

Allow us to introduce ourselves:
We are the largest software house in Israel, with a staff of over 270 professionals.

In our main branch in Israel and in our international branches, our staff are
engaged in developing large-scale civilian and military projects, both for the local

Israeli market andfor export to customers the world oyer.

Work on these projects involves the utilisation of the very latest technological tools -

this should certainly present you with a real challenge.

In addition to the unlimited sphere of development projects, our company also acts
as marketing representativefor many of the world’s leading names in standard

software products. To date, over 800 of our products have been installed in Israel.

Ifyou can meet our demanding professional requirements, we can promise you an
interesting job, a high salary, ana assistance in your economic and social absorption

in Israel.

As a company that is active on a worldwide scale, we will be able to engage youfor
an initial three-month trial period at one of our branches in the U. S.A.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR:

PROJECT MANAGERS
9-12 years of experience which includes the design A
development of large software systems. Should be
familiar with mairframe/minicomputer systems.

MARKETING -REPRESENTATIVES
3 +years of experience in selling software products /
systems on OS/DOS, S/34, S/38, VAX and others
Environment

S/34,

thing si

', S/38, VAX and others

SYSTEM - ANALYSTS
S + years of experience in programming and design of
complicated systems environment:

- IBM OS/DOS including CICS
- Minicomputers
- Real-Time systems
- Micro-computers ! ** - r|rj[lj -

- Communication systems ' ’

- IBM S/38APPLICATION PROGRAMMERS * IBM S/38

2 + years experience in programming
Desired experience

- COBOL under OS/DOS
- ROSCOE/TSO; VOLUE/ICCF
- CICS
- IBM S/38
r VAX/ DATA GENERAL

Our representative will be in Hew-York in end of Jan (24,1.83-29.1.83)

We ore interested in interviewing youfor potential employment.

PLEASE SEND YOUR RESUME 1MMEDIATEIY Ofl CONTACT

Mr. NAFTALY LEHMAN
'

:

'
'

' 1 - •

'
:

i.

Advanced T^hnology lid. Advanced Technology lat, new-york.

Atidim, Neve Sharet Devora Hanevla st. C/OTADIRAN909 TtfIRDAVENUE NEW YORK.RY.)0022

P.QB 13045 Tfel-Aviv Israel Tel:03-474213 Telex:342621 ATL IL (£12) 486-3377, TELEX 236640 TWX 710-4379 GTEI NYK
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Histadrut to build in W. Bank,

defy Labour movement policy
By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Past Reporter

T1:L A VIV. — The Histadrut labour

federation's holding company
Hcvral Ovdim, decided its com-
panies may build homes Tor Jewish

settlers in the West Bank, despite

the Labour movement’s opposition

(a settlement in ureas densely
populated by Arabs.

The governing body of Hevrat
Ovdim maintains that the com-
panies need the contracts or else

they may have to dismiss workers.

A well-placed government source

told The Jerusalem Post he docs nut

believe the Hisiudruj's enterprises

The company’s management
maintains the Histadrut has to face

realities. The population is shifting

from development areas in Israel as

flats near the centre of the country

become cheaper with the help of

government aid, they claim. The
Histadrut’s construction companies
say they cannot sell flats they have
built in the North and the South.

Rothman said that on average
Sold Ronch’s construction has

dropped by 6 per cent. Some
workers have already been Tired —
and he is concerned iNr! more
would have to go unless there is

more work. Since funds are being

account for more thnn'20 per cent of channelled to the West Dank — the

the J.tXX) building starts last year

throughout the West Bank, in-

cluding greater Jerusalem.

Yuvul Gad, owned by Kow, is

building three nr four schools, Sold
llnneh is building some ISO houses
in the settlements nf Ariel and Ofrn,

imd other Histadrut companies are
engaged in building Mn'aluh
Adumim.

According to one unconfirmed
report, only about 400 Histadrut

labourers arc employed in the West
Bunk. However, the labour federa-

tion's companies have bid for more
projects. Sold Donch head Shragn
Rothman said he expects to build

hundreds of housing units there.

The matter canic Insforc Hevrat
(h dim’s governing body becuusc
this work clashes with Labour
movement policy, which says that

Jewish settlement should be kept
out of a large pari of the hill

country.

companies have to win contracts

there, the management argued.

Mapum’s representatives in the

governing hody and flfraim Rainer,

the chairman or Bunk Knpoalim's
hoard of directors, tire seeking to

restrict Histadrut involvement.

They have presented it proposal suy*.

ing the llistadrul's companies will

not invest, initiate nor be partner to

investments and initiatives in con-

struction, development and settle-

ment ou the West Bank.

However, the Labour Party
representatives did not go that fur.

They decided the companies should
refrain from "initiating" projects

Tor settlement in ureas densely pop-
ulated by Arabs in Judea und
Samaria and from taking part in

speculative activities. Nonetheless,
they should "strive to get jobs of-

fered by government ministries and
Other bodies operating legally,” the

resolution said. .
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A bandaged Elizabeth Taylor chats with Prime Minister Begin at his Jerusalem office (Rahamim Israeli)

Liz, in pain, carried on ‘peace mission’
Actress Elizabeth Taylor met

Prime Minister Menachetn Begin

for about 20 minutes in his

Jerusulem office last week. Taylor

wore a neck brace, her left leg was

heavily bandaged and her right

hand was partially bandaged, all as a

result of a car collision in the Negev
on January 1 while on her way to

see Defence Minister Sharon at his

farm. She went through with the

visit despite her injuries.

One of Begin's aides said
afterwards it was clear she bad been
"in great pain.”

The Prime Minister was solicitous

about her condition and questioned

her about the accident.

Taylor referred to her solo 'peace

mission
1

, and said a settlement

between Israel and Lebanon was
important to her — to which Begin
replied that it was "very important

to all of us.” Begin reviewed the

negotiations with Lebanon and said

Israel hoped they would lead to a

riSw relationship between the two

countries.

Later, Taylor was to fly to Beirut

to meet Lebanese President Amin
Jemaycl and visit Israeli troops, but

the trip was cancelled because of

renewed terrorism in parts of

Lebanon.

JDC man resigns over ‘free speech’ issue
' By CHARLES HOFFMAN

Jerusalem Post Reporter

The publication of an article in

The Jerusalem Post supporting the

government's settlement policy in

the administered territories has led

to the resignation of the author,
Eliezer Whartman, from his post of
public relations director of the Joint

Distribution Commitlee-lsrael. This
followed a demand by the director
Ze'cv Heimowitz that future articles

expressing political opinions be sub-
mitted to him for review.

The article on December 7

argued for Israel’s moral and legal

right to settle the territories.

Whartman was identified as the
director of the Israel Press Service,

and his JDC-lsraei affiliation was
not mentioned.

Whartman, who resigned on
December 15, said he could not

continue to work for (he JDC-Israel
without the right of free speech. He
said that he was hired in 1976 on the

understanding that he could con-
tinue writing for the Israeli and
Anglo-Jewish press, which he has
done for the last 20 years.

Heimowitz said in response to a
question that Whartman’s article,

which included criticism of U.S.
policy on the territories, would not
have been approved even if it had
been submitted for prior review.
He said that as an American

Jewish organization operating in

Israel that had been granted a tax-
exempt status by the U.S. govern-
ment, the JDCMsrael had to be
strictly apolitical.

He said (hat the restrictions on
the rights of expression of its profes-
sional staff were designed to serve
this end. He added that until the

publication of the' article, he had as-

sumed that Whartman was aware of

the JDC policy, which he compared
to the restrictions imposed on civil

service workers.

Heimowitz said the JDC-Israel

had to be careful about someone
widely known to be an agency
employee expressing support for a

settlement policy opposed by the

U.S. and many leaders of American
Jewry, which finances the JDC.
Whartman said this was the first

time that Heimowitz had brought

up the subject of his political arti-

cles. He added that the Civil Service

Commission had told him that

government employees were
prohibited only from writing articles

criticizing the government. He
plans to take his case for free

speech to the Israeli and American-
Jewish public.

Middle East tour by British Foreign
Secretary Francis Pym collapsed in

^ Tj,e porejgn office confirmed
One of the Btdutn tents at Tel Malhata, due to be evacuated to make the United Arab Emirates and
mu) for the new IDF airbase. u ion Moriah Qatar had followed Saudi Arabia's

1
’ move earlier last week end told Pym

Beduin evacuation may be delayed I displeasure over Britain's refusal to

.mo. . . , rvr . accept on Arab League delegation
uy uijHA 1HORILL plunnctf IDF uir base. He agreed including a representative of the

F Reporter that the reasons given by the Beduin Palestine Liberation Organization.

‘World’s 7th
i
arms exporter’

By MORA MORILL
Jerusalem Post Reporter

UF.l-.KSIIEBA. — Binyamin Gur-
Arvc, ihc prime minister's adviser
on Arab affairs, promised last week
that Prune Minister Mcnachem
Itegin will see whether the evacua-
tion .»r Beduin families from Tel
Malhata, cast of here, can be post-
poned.

(iur-Aryc said (his at a meeting
with representatives otlhk families,
who ore living in the vicinity of a

PAGE?

planned IDF" uir base. He agreed
that the reasons given by the Beduin
fur a postponement were convinc-
ing. The Beduin argued that some
of them had not, yet {teen given
alternative land and that winter was
a difficult lime to move.

The director-general of the prime
minister's ofrice. Maltitiahu
Shmuelevitz, (old The Jerusalem
Post last week that, as far as he
knew, Begin was planning to
postpone the evacuation.

Rumanian immigration up
Immigration from Rumania

during 1982 rose by 51 per cent:
1.606 in 1982 as against 1,067 in 1981
according to Rumanian Chief
Rabbi Moshe Rosen. He gave the
figures to him news agency in a
telephone call from Bucharest.
Rosen also said that another 737

Jews have received permission to
emigrate.

Jerusalem Post Staff

^
The American newspaper The

Christian Science Monitor in a
lengthy article last week on the
Israeli arms industry, said Israel

ranks seventh in the world in arms
exports.

;

"There are limes when Israel's

role as pariah selling to pariahs fan
work in the interests lof
Washington,” it said, “U.S|. mllllWy
sales to Taiwan, for instance, ,

in-

creasingly arc being complicated by
mainland China's displeasure.
Because Washington thinks :

in

global terms, this obstacle is for-

midable. Israel does not have such
constraints. Its foreign pplicy nor-
mally Is geared to regional, pot
global, interests. It can sell to
Taiwan without upsetting the super-
power balance (and has sold
millions of dollars worth of Gabriel

missiles and light weapons there).”

The newspaper said Israel last

year earned SI billion in arms ex-

ports.
| ,

Meanwhile, a study shows that

Israel’s decision to develop a new
fighter aircraft was not accom-
panied by allocations of appropriate

funds, and the search for potential

partners In the enterprise has been

without results.

This is one of the main conclu-

sions reached by the-Knesset State

Control Committee on the Israel

Aircraft Industries, included in its

report on controlled corporations!

The committee also stated fhat

lAI’s management Bhould examine

the profitability ..of continued

production of the Arava aircraft, ip

view of the losses ipcur^ed in the

past by the production of civilian

aircraft.
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Jewish students abroad want more support I

Bernmn group uncertain on new party
XT Jr I d„ fiiDiu unxim

By AARON SITTNER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The government would rather

send prominent Israelis abroad to

raise funds than meet with Jewish

youth to encourage their activities

on behalf of Zionism, the chairman
of the World Union of Jewish Stu-

dents (WUJS) said. Alfredo
Trapunsky was speaking last week
at a press conference on the eve of

the opening of the union's triennial

convention in Jerusalem.

He said members of the union

complained about this to Prime

Minister Menachem Begin when
they met him lust week but were not

given ussurunces that there will be a

change in policy.

“Ministers, generals and
Members of Knesset are always

visiting Jewish communities abroad.

But their main aim is to ask for

donations. They rarely, if ever, take

lime to meet with Jewish students,

who are bearing the brunt of anti-

Israel activity on campuses
throughout the world," Trapunsky

said.

David Makofsky, a WUJS activist

in the U.S. and Canada, said pro-

Israel propaganda efforts during

Operation Peace for Galilee were

hampered by the Foreign Ministry's

refusal to provide information

material.

On the brighter side, two WUJS
leaders reported on a visit to

Hungary last month in which they

found that the 100,000-strong
Jewish community there is "thriving

and well."

During a study tour on the

Hungarian community's develop-

ment since the Holocaust, the

visiting Jewish students found 28

well-attended synagogues in

Budapest alone, in addition to

Jewish schools and community
centres, and a flourishing rabbinical

seminary that sends its graduates to

countries in Eastern Europe.

Founded in 1924 as a roof
organization for European Jewish
student unions, WUJS has had as its

leaders Chaim Weizmann, Haim
Nahman Bialik and Stephen S.

Wise. Until recently, WUJS had
been linunced mainly by the World
Jewish Congress and various
cultural foundations. In 1972 WUJS
was expelled from the World
Zionist Organization following
charges that anti-Zionist, leftist in-

fluences had emerged in the
organization.

However, in 1979, WUJS was
faced with financial problems and
returned to the Zionist fold and
began receiving Jewish Agency
financial assistance. The organiza-

tion's central offices were moved
from London to Jerusalem.

The thruc-day convention was at-

tended by Israeli WUJS activists

and ubmil 140 delegates from
ahroud.

PI

High school pupils demonstrate In Tel Aviv's Kikar Malchei Yisrael against their

teachers* sanctions. (Israel Simionsky)

Teachers ‘play truant’ so high school pupils protest
Jerusalem Post Staff

Secondary school teachers
last week resumed normal work
after imposing sanctions because of
the government's failure to imple-
ment all the recommendations of
the Euioni commission on teachers'

working conditions. They had
withheld grades from examinations

and exercises, refused to issue

report cards, and cancelled field trips

and consnlialions with pupils.

The teachers' decision to resume

normal work was made known
while tens of thousands of high

school pupils in Jerusalem, Tel

Aviv, Ramat Oan and Haifa
demonstrated against their sanc-

tions.

Earlier, Education Minister
Zevulun Hammer had called on (he

teachers to drop their sanctions, to

accept the wage agreement signed

two weeks ago by the Histadrut and

government and to renew negotia-

tions on implementing the Etzionl

recommendations,

Proposal to raise ministers’ salaries is rejected
By AVI TEMK1N

Post Economic Reporter

The Knesset Finance Committee
last week rejected by seven votes to

five a proposal to raise the salaries of
ministers and ..deputy ministers

retroactively from October, a move
which also blocked an automatic

pay hike for Members of Knesset,

The committee was debating a

proposal to adjust ministers' wages

twice a year on the basis of the in-

crease of the average wage in April

and October, starting from last Oc-

tober.

At present the wages of ministers

and deputy ministers are adjusted in

April, when increases paid to them

as cost of living allowances are com-
pared to the increase in the average

wage and raised accordingly.

Since the basic 1845,000(51,41)0)

mbnthly salary of the House mem-
bers is linked to that or deputy
ministers, the committee's approval

of the proposal would have meant
tin increase to MKs' salaries.

By SARAH HONIG
Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Opinions were
divided in the Centre Forum's first

gathering lust week about whether

(he new liberul group should be tur-

ned into u political parly.

The forum's initiator, Liberal MK
Yitzhak Berman, urged caution,

while the only other MK to attend,

fellow Liberal Dror Zeigerman, ad-

vocated the establishment of a new
party with centrist liberal orienta-

tion. (The Liberals arc partners with

Mr. Begin's He rut Party in the

ruling Likud coalition. Berman
resigned us Energy Minister
beenuse of (he government's delay

in appointing n judicial commission
into the Beirut ciinip massacre.)

The proceedings were closed to

the press and another meeting is

scheduled for next month.
Former Liberal leader EHmelech

Rimalt delivered the main address,
advocating the establishment of a

new party. He said he does not

believe that "the Liberal Party can
rehabilitate itself within the Likud
framework, A new party should
come into (he world which would
continue in the footsteps of what
used to be the General Zionist

movement."
A similar note was struck by

Zeigerman, who was in favour of

starting a new party now in the

event that new elections could soon
be called.

He, however, opposed bolting the

Likud Knesset faction while the

Tenth Knesset's term is still in ses-

sion. To his mind, Liberals cannot
hope to erfoct changes inside the

Likud. Like-minded speakers as-

serted that the Liberal Party no
longer exists, having been swal-

lowed up by Hcnit.

Mayor chased out of Tel Aviv quarter
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Members of the

Knesset Interior Committee and
Mnyor Shlomo Lahat were forced

to cancel their scheduled tour in

Kftir Shnlcm. u poor quarter of Tel

Aviv, last week when hundreds of

angry residents, shouting "Lahat is

a murderer" and “Lnlinl resign,"

| blocked the delegation's way.

The tour was arranged following

the committee's debate on the

demolition of an illegal structure in

the quarter last month, during

which 26-year-old Shimon

Ychoshua was shot and killed by
police.

Lnhm insisted on joining the tour,

despite warnings by the Kfar
Shalem residents’ committee to the

KneiiNcl com mil ice that residents

will not allow him to enter the quar-

ter.

An hour and a half after the lour

was to have begun, Lahat beat a

retreat under heavy police protec-

tion, while the MKs withdrew to the

house of u residents’ committee
member to discuss the quarter's

problems.

Stock Exchange head warns on shares
Stock Exchange board chairman Meir Hcth la*l week submitted his

resignation following criticism of him by board members.
At ti press conference earlier last week. Iletb warned of a fall in

current share prices, saying they are out of proportion u» their real

value.

Members of the board took exception to this public stuienieni. and
also to Heth's demand for stricter control of new issues.

The feeling among board members was that his attitude tended to

restrict stock exchange trading.

Heth, 50, has been in his present post Tor five years. He was previously

adviser to the governor of the Bunk of Israel, in charge of its stock
dealings. Earlier he had been controller of banks and chief economist of

the Bank of Israel's research department.

Anti-war soldiers want objectors freed
TEL AVIV. — Yesh Gvul (There’s a
Limit), a group of reservists who ob-
ject to serving in Lebanon or on the

West Bank for reasons of con-
science, are demanding that the rights of
conscientious objectors be recognized

and that those in jail be freed.
'

Avl Mugraby, an active member
of the movement, told The
Jerusalem Post that 1,500 soldiers,

mostly reservists,‘have sighed a peti-

tion being circulated by Yesh Gvul,

asking that they not be called to

serve in Lebanon.
There are currently three con-

scientious objectors in jail for refus-

ing to serve in Lebanon, and only a

dozen soldiers have been
imprisoned . for refusing to serve

there since the war began.

Mugraby said that in many cases,

the army decided for reasons of its

own not to make an issue over the

soldiers' refuial to serve in Lebanon
or the West Efahjt.
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PRESIDENT REAGAN is no

longer as uphent in describing

prospects for a stabilization in

Lebanon and elsewhere in the Mid*

die East as he was only a few weeks
.i£<». Thus, at last week's
White House news conference, he

predicted that current negotiations

designed to remove all foreign

forces from Lebanon will eventually

succeed, but he conceded that U
could take some time.

In the process of defending U.S.

efforts in Lebanon, the president

confirmed that special envoy Philip

Habib would return to the region

shortly to join his deputy. Ambas-
sador Morris Draper, in trying to

advance the talks. "Well," Reagan
said, ''we're cnlling back Mr. Habib
from his vacation. He's going to join

Ambassador Draper. Ambassador
Habib will be there now.'' Reagan
did not say exactly when Habib
would lly back to the Middle East.

THE ADMINISTRATION'S major
objective in the Middle East right

now is to conclude the negotiations
in l^hanon. That is seen as an ab-

solutely essential ingredient in con-
vincing Jordan's King Hussein to

enter the broader U.S.-sponsored
peace process.

Without some firm indication

that Israeli forces will leave
Lebanon, an American official said,

Hussein is unlikely to get involved.

And without Hussein's entry into

the peace process, the entire
Reagan peace initiative announced
last September 1 wilt collapse.

The Reagan Plan was predicated
on the assumption that Hussein
could be coaxed into the talks.

Given the enormous amount of per-

sonal prestige Reagan has already
invested in that eiTort — his name,

A PERTINENT comment on the

Reagan Administration's current
posture an the Arab-israel dispute

appeared recently in the U'till

V/nvr Jnurmil Fire m.ijur problem
t>r recent diplomatic activity in

Washington, said the paper, was
that it has been “ignoring the Israeli

dimension."

This is a good diplomatic way oT
describing the discourteous, super-
cilious even harsh attitude that has
run like a red thread through
Washington's behaviour towards
Israel in the past few months.
The same issue of the paper in-

deed quoted a frank explanation for

the behaviour praferred by an of-

ficial of the administration: “IVe

hold the cards." he said, “and hv
shall play them."
The official was making a mistake

in his tenses. Washington, believing
*t holds the cards, has already Keen
playing them for some time. Its

most glaring movfjj^ T President
Ronald Reagan's marked failure to

acknowledge that it was Israel that

had achieved the liberation of

Lebanon from the political yoke of
the Syrians and the barbaric terror
nr the PLO, and that the release had
been achieved by Israel at a heavy
com in lives.

In American population terms.
Israel's dead would number some

Reagan’s "omission” was
calculated for a political end.
Ever since that speech on

Scptcmher I. Washington has in-

deed been doing Us utmost to en-
sure that its far as possible Israel's

wcrifice shall have been in vain.

THAI IS the “card" the U.S. has
been playing in Lebanon. There it

has been insisting that the U.S
sinmid he accorded the status of a
’“full partner” in the negotiations.

Hierc is. of course, no justifies-

t«>n fur according it such status. It

l»-w;K in

”

Hussein holds back
rather than his secretary of state's,

is attached to the plan — he and his

top aides very badly want to see it

succeed.

Hussein was in Washington for

three days of meetings with Reagan,

Habib, Secretary of State George

Shultz and other top U.S. officials st

the end of December, To the disap-

pointment of the Americans, the

king did not announce an im-

mediate readiness to cooperate In

the peace process. Rather, he said

that further discussions would have

to take place with PLO chier Yasser

Arafat and leaders of other Arab
countries, including Saudi Arabia.

Since Hussein's departure from
Washington, the Americans have

consistently spread a positive line

that he still could be counted on In

the very near future to signal a firm

willingness to join the talks. There

have been reports in the U.S. news
media that Hussein nmy even return

to Washington in the coming weeks

to sign on the doited line.

Predictably, U.S. policymakers

also have spread the word that an

Israeli decision to freeze settlement

activity on the West Bank would be

very helpful in turning Hussein

around. Together with a pullback

from Lebanon, that step would sup-

posedly be enough to push Hussein

toward direct peace talks with

Israel.

THAT IS the official American
stance. It has been widely ar-

ticulated since the Reagan- Hussein
summit.

But
,

there are other
Knowledgeable experts both in and

By WOLF BLITZER
Post Correspondent in Washington

out of the U.S. government who dis-

agree with that conventional
wisdom. Simply put, they don't

believe Hussein will gel involved in

direct, lace-to-face talks with Prime
Minister Menachem Begin under
virtually any circumstances.

These specialists suggest that

Hussein has more to lose than to

gain. The last thing he needs, they

explained, is another one million

Palestinians in his kingdom, which
already has a Palestinian majority.

The demographics could pose a

threat to his rule.

"What Hussein wants is exactly

what Begin wants," one U.S,

analyst said, “That is the land, but

without the people who liv$ there.”

But since that is as unrealistic an

objective for Hussein as lit, is for

Begin, the king remains torn-

To bolster his national pride and
ego, he, of course, would like to

regain the West Bank and East

Jerusalem which he so suddenly lost

in the 1967 Six-Day War.
At the same time, he and several

of his senior advisers fear the conse-

quences of once again adding ail

those Palestinians to his regime.

Palestinian nationalism today is

much stronger than it was before

1967. Hussein Is very much aware of

this potential danger. Thus, he is

reluctant to move quickly in joining

the Reagan peace process, Some
here in Washington believe he may
delay his move forever.

IRONICALLY, U.S. officials have
disclosed that Arafat and other

“moderate" leaders of the PLO may
even be more anxious to have Hus-
sein cooperate in the peace process
Ihnn is the king himself. Why?

Because they recognize that Hus-
sein might be able to achieve for the

PLO what it alone could never hope
to do.

But like Hussein, Arafat Is weak
and indecisive. He also fears his

radical rivals, especially those con-
trolled by the Syrians. Therefore, he
continues to send conflicting signals

to Hussein and everyone else.

Meanwhile, Reagan, Shultz,
Habib and Company are clearly

becoming increasingly frustrated in

U.S. house of cards
did nui do any fighting. That the

U.S. should now have the decisive

voice on relations between Israel

and Lebanon is preposterous; and it

has u Iready been doing its utmost in

support of the Lebanese Moslem
point of View.*

Whatever the U.S. and the

Lebanese would hatch up together

would have to be accepted by

Israel. Moreover, it is no secret that

America hopes, by the threat of

depriving Israel of at least seme of

the fruits of its sacrifice in Lebanon,
the Israeli government will be
cowed into accepting the Reagan
plan for the "West Bank."

Indeed, this scenario, no doubt
thought up by some bright would-be
Machiavelli in the Slate Depart-

ment, is probably the reason for

Washington’s sudden concern for

Lebanon, whose seven-year-long

agony it watched without moving a
muscle.

The Lebanese are, it is true, tom
by internal dissent and are,

moreover, being pressed by the

Arab states not to reach any sub-

stantive agreement with Israel.

Those states naturally wish to leave

ns many doors open as possible for a
rcnewnl of hostile activity against

Israel from Lebanon. The most per-

sistent purveyor of pressure is Saudi
Arabia; and to Washington, the

word of Saudi Arabia, in this region,

is law.

Illere is, however, no reason why
the Lebanese should not now stsnd
firm against these pressures. They
should not hesitate to address
themselves to the Arab states
roughly as follows:

It was you who originally drew us
into this bog. You pressed us into

VIEWPOINT
Sftmuol Katz

giving the PLO shelter and into al-

lowing them to use our territory as a

base for operations against Israel.

For 10 years, the PLO kept up a

campaign of destruction and
murder against the civilian popula-

tion of northern Israel and sporadic

attacks deeper into the country —
not to mention the gradual conver-

sion of our capital into a centre for

international terror.

For all this, Israel could, if it

wished, hold us responsible, as an

ostensibly sovereign nation respon-

sible for whatever actions are car-

ried out from its territory. The
Israelis however recognize that

since 1975, Lebanon has not had a
Tree, independent government.
When Israel destroyed the PLO

structure in our country, the
Lebanese people, for so long sub-

jected to their terrorism and extor-

tion, began to breathe once more
the air of freedom and to nurture
the hope of independence. They
hailed the Israeli Army as
liberators; and you know, as we
know, that the Israelis do not want
the burden of maintaining on army
in Lebanon.

Nevertheless they insist on ar-

rangements that will ensure the
prevention of a renewal or activity

against them; and the establishment
of a "good-neighbour” relationship
between our two peoples,

We certainly do not intend to

resume the role of battleground In

the conflict with Israel. We, of all

people, need peace; an agreement

with Israel is a vital ingredient or

such peace; and you should respect
our desire for it and desist from try-

ing to hinder its achievement.
Nor should the Lebanese hesitate

to make a similar statement to the

Americans, who— in all friendship,

of course — are patently using
Lebanon as a pawn in their cam-
paign to squeeze Israel out of Judea,
Samaria Bnd Gaza,

WASHINGTON'S ignoring of "the
Israeli dimension" has been most
evident on the subject of the
Reagan plan (which was showa to
the Arabs and to the leader of the
Israeli opposition before being con-
veyed to the prime minister), Ope
would not dream, from the variety
of statements and prognostications
cording out of Washington that the

plan deals- with territory held by
Israel, firmly and perfectly legally.

True, Israel's outright rejection pf
the plan is mentioned occasionally,
but usually only in 1°
emphasize that the smalj ’

patter pf
Israel’s rejection will not dpflppl the
president.

The show of confidence Is,
1 of

course, in the first place
propaganda, a legitimate effort* at
intimidation. Nevertheless,
Reagan's forces are welKorgahlzbid.
The Europeans are a)!' arrayed,
ready to lambast Israel" for not
agreeing to this U.S. version of their
own Venice Plan for the reduction
of Israel to a state of maximum
vulnerability. i

Hussein of Jordan, hoping for
sophisticated arms from the United
Stales, may well come forward with
an announcement of readiness to
"negotiate" — provided Jews stop

1

the slow pace of the overall proceh,

both in Lebanon and in the broader

peace effort.

U.S. officials are also anxiously

awaiting the outcome of the Israeli

commission of Inquiry looking into

the Sabra and Shalllla massacre, No
one is publicly talking about the

subject, but lop American
policymakers are still bracing for

possible fireworks within the Israeli

political system, perhaps even the faE

of the Likud-led coalition. New
Israeli elections would further delay

prospects for peace.

On top of all that, the Americans

are nervously monitoring what they

consider to be ominous signs of a

potential further round of fighting

between larael and Syria.

The unusual Israeli announce-

ment Iasi week that Syriu was instal-

ling new Soviet supplied SAM-S
missile batteries in Syria came as a

jolt to Washington.
It was not that’ the Americans

'were unaware of the information.

They had confirmed It earlier. What

was unnerving was the fact that

Israel had so publicly broadcast it.

The implication was clear; Israel,

under Prime Minister Begin and

Defence Minister Ariel Sharon,

might be templed to destroy those

missiles before they could pose a

real danger to Israel.

The Reagan Administration feels

that the consequences of such an

Israeli attack could be devastating

to the peace process.

In short, Reagan may still be ex-

pressing public confidence that the

tensions in Lebanon can be eased

and that real progress toward an

Israeli-Arab peace settlement can

be achieved.

But in private, he is no doubt los-

ing heart.

settling in Judea and Samaria and

that Israel binds itself in advance to

withdraw from "all the territories."

Reagan clearly hopes that a sub-

stantial body of support for the plan

will be engendered within Israel, by

the Alignment opposition.

True, very few of them seem to

have read the plan itself.

ir Shimon Peres has indeed read

it and still talks of its favourable

points, he is notably not quoting

chapter and verse from the teat.

The scales in that final reckoning,

however, will be tipped by

economic pressure. Israel must ex-

pect economic sanctions if it refuses

to accept the Reagan Plan as the

basis, for solving "the conflict.
11

YET, THERE is no reason to be In-

timidated by the administration's

strategy. The cards available to the

Israeli government are stronger; but

-they mu$l be played immediately*
The first card” Is -the Reagan Pish

itself. Its central feature to.sujitWrt

for the transfer of Judea, Samaria

and Gfaza to Arab hands. The vast

majority of the people of Israel will

not accept such a plan, and If th®.

Labour Party persists in hinting that

it supports it, the Labour party wffl

lose votes.

Secondly, there is no reason why

sufficient support should not W
mobilized in the U.S, against a plan

whose consummation woultf

demonstrably threaten Israel's very

existence.

Finally, and how often must tmj

be repeated, Israel is in vital needpf

a comprehensive austerity plan f
reduce its dependence on U.S. aw?

and this must include a.contirigency

plan against the threat of "mb<£

lions.".
_

I

Meantime, it may be said to tb|

anonymous official In Washington
that what he "holds" may turn onfl

to be no more than a fragile housjf

of cards..: .
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Greater Lebanon’s
lesson for Israel

Bv ABBA EBAN

THE MOST precious gift that

Lebanon can bestow on Israel is the

lesson of its own experience. This

lesson is a gift that is ours for the

asking, it does not have to be

bargained about in Halde. And H
towers high above other issues un-

der discussion there.

We face the astonishing Tact that

a lucid study of Lebanon's ex-

perience should logically unlock the

door of Israel's most acute predica-

ment. The central question for

Israel is whether we can afford to

become another Lebanon.
For many decades, “Lebanon"

was a compact Christian com-
munity, known in administrative

terms as the "Sanjak of Lebanon"
with a long tradition of autonomy,
an atmosphere of friendship for the

West and a link to the culture and
language of France. On September
I, 1920 the .pxench high commis-
sioner announced the establishment

of "Greater Lebanon" through the

annexation of large neighbouring

areas with a predominantly Moslem
population. Everything of impor-

tance that has happened in Lebanon
in the following 62 years has been

influenced by that fateful decision.

The Maronites, who had created

Lebanon's identity, found
themselves living together with new
populations — Greek Orthodox and

Sunni Moslems in the north, Shi'ites

from ihe Beka'a valley in the east,

the Sunni-dominated towns of

Tripoli and Sidon in the west and
the city of Beirut with a 50 per cent

Moslem population. .

- The Maronites might well have
believed that the edict of September
I, 1920, marked the attainment of
their highest ambition — an in-

dependent state of their: own. But in

fact, it paved the way for its dis-

integration as a distinctive and

sovereign' Christian entity.

An important and authoritative

study of the Lebanese experience

by Dr. Meir Zamir in the Spring

19B2 edition of The Jerusalem

Quarterly ("Smaller and Greater

Lebanon”) leads to the following

conclusion:

"The doubling of Lebanon's ter-

ritory and the incorporation of such

a large number of Moslems who
now comprised nearly half of the

population, upset the demographic
structure and created serious

problems in the attempt to integrate

areas so politically, socially,

economically and culturally dif-

ferent into one state... The root of

the Lebanese problem then, as to-

day, was the arbitrary annexation of

large Moslem populations to a
Christian state."

RECENT ACCESS to documents
reveals”that the French intention

was not to pamper the Christians

but, on the contrary, to conciliate

the Moslems in Syria and, through

t)iem, the rest of the Moslem world

at (Hie expense of the Lebanese

Christians.

'

'‘•Throughout the 1920s, those

Lebh^b'de 1 and Frenchmen who
car'dd fof the Idea of a Christian

Lebabbn tirged a change of policy.

They believed that "It would be in

thp Interests of both France and the

Lebanese iChristlans Lhemselves to

create-.- *^Lebanese slate within a

smaller! area than,was befog demanded

by i thq i latter .
— a more compact

Stale, (
wil.h a> more homogeneous

pppuiftion and a clear Christian

majority.",. .

Some French statesmen and. of-

ficials, such as Robert de Caix 'and

Henri de Jouvenel, who had a bright

vjsipn of a Christian sovereignly in

the.* Middle East became almost

obsessive in their desire to reverse

the disastrous decision of 1920 and

to establish Christian nationhood by

ceding -Tripoli and part of the

Bcka'n Valley to Syria.

The Lebanese Maronites awoke
belatedly to the fact that their ter-

ritorial success threatened their

Christian hegemony. A lively
debate developed on the conflict

between territorial expansion and
national cohesion. The Maroniie
leaders were deaf to the idea or
renouncina what the 1920 decision
hud awarded (hem. With two
Mediterranean ports, Beirut and
Tripoli, their stale seemed assured

of a commercial and economic
future beyond anything that would
have been possible within the fron-

tiers of n "Mount Lebunon" entity.

Moreover, they were convinced
that their superior culture, linked

firmly to France, would ensure their

permanent superiority over the less-

developed Moslems.
Only the Maronites in the moun-

tain area itself seemed to favour the

cession of the Jabal Amel territory

to Syria. Those who look this far-

sighted view included Emil Eddd,
the father of Rnymond Eddd, who is

now an exile in Paris. Another per-
sonality who shared this opinion
was the editor George SHmnd.

BUT THESE were minority voices.

Most of the Christian lenders tried

to square the circle; after the depar-
ture of the French mandatory ad-
ministration there was a historic

electoral contest. Disharo Khuri,
who stood for a pluralistic society in

which Christian and Moslem pop-
ulations would create a new
"Lebanese identity," won the elec-

tion against Emil Eddd, who would
have favoured a territorial com-
promise thut would have main-
tained a strong Christiun hegemony
in a more compact framework.

Lebunon entered the post-war era

as u tormented, divided society,

seeking to resolve its inner con-
tradictions by complex balancing
arrangements under which con-
stitutional power would be dis-

tributed along strict sectarian
lines. A "Lebanese identity" never
came into existence in any real

terms of consciousness or al-

legiance.

The rest is modern history. The
Maronites have paid a heavy price

for the short-sightedness and ter-

ritorial greed of the previous
generation of their leaders. An
astounding number of Lebanese
have lost their lives in successive

massacres and civil wars.

U is unlikely that a cohesive

Maronite Christian state would
have admitted the PLO into the

country on the backs of hundreds of

thousands of Palestine refugees.

And the scars have never been
healed.

The irony is that Israeli forces

now find themselves immersed in

the undralned swamp of a conflict

that Is likely to convulse Israel if its

lessons are ignored.

Will Jewish Israel go the way of

Christian Lebanon? There are other

case-histories which indicate the

dangers of preferring territorial ex-

pansion to national harmony. There
is a geographical element in the

security of states and It cannot be

ignored.

But what makes for the ultimate

security of a society is its human
texture, the power of its solidarities,

the intensity of the bonds that hold

its ciLizens together in a mutual

rhythm' of experience. To impose a

unitary structure on peoples who do
not hold the erids-of life in common
is to create a situatlon that Is bound
to be coercive, artificial and morally

fragile.', , t : .

. If we are to have trade rotations

with Lebanon, we. should begin1 by

exchanging our most instructive and
1 painful experiences. . :

Ambulance contributed to MDA
following visit to Israel

I

4 ' ^ ,

I Y

Now York, N.Y.: Mr. and Mrs. Allen C. Marcus or West Hempstead.
.Now York, recently visited the Jerusulem MDA Emergency Medical
/Clinic, and ware so impressed with thoir modical services that thay
contributed an ambulance to Mngen David Adorn in memory of Lillian

and David Marcus, Joromo H. Marcus and Dr. Alfred Friodlnndor.
f

At tho dedication ceremony. Mr. Marcus presented the koys oT the
ambulance to Mr. Benjamin Snxo, ARMDl's Executive Vice-Presldont.

Standing naxt to Mr. Marcus is Ida wife Myra end their threo

children, Laura, Dole and Jeffrey. Mr. Saxe praised the Marcus
family for this outstanding contribution, memorializing dear mem-

> bars of thoir family.

American Red Magen David for Israel, IARMDI), solo U.S. support of
Msgen David Adorn, supplies ambulances, mobile intensivu care am-
bulances, emergency meaical equipment end funds to MDA in Israel.

ARMD1 National Hendquarlors, 888 Seventh Avenue. New York. N.Y.
tO 106. 212-757-1627.

(Communicated)
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Give your kids

I
their own

f Israeli newspapers:

Issc**
0** THrm

STUDENT POST and HEY. THERE! are monthly.

English- language newspapers published by The
Jerusalem Post for tens of thousands of teenage readers

in secondary schools throughout Israel.

STUDENT POST and HEY, THERE I voice the concerns

of today's Israeli youth, with articles on social and political

issues, religious and secular values, popular music, sports,

films, books and the whole spectrum of life as an Israeli

teenager. They’re available now. by mall, for your kids.

Want your kids to know mora about the real Israel? Order

their subscriptions to STUDENT POST (grades 8-12) or

HEY, THERE! (grades 6-7). Eight monthly, 4-page issues

(November. 1982—TJune. 1983) For $8.60, air mail

postage included. Six Issues (January—June. 1983) for

$8.00. (Group rates are available for schools and youth '

groups.)
‘

1 {sf
I

. To order, fill out the coupon below and send It. with your
payment, to The Jerusalem Post. P.O. Box 81. 9lb00
Jerusalem, Israel. Cheques should be mede payable to
The Jerusalem Post

To: The Jerusalftm Posf.^P.O.Box 81,
91000 Jerusalem, larael

Order Please send' me subscriptions as indicated below.
I

"
g

form STUDENT POST vL.HEY.TMEREt i

(grades 8-1 2) . (grades 8-7)

Nov—June (8 Issue al QJan—June (0 Issues!

- USS8.6Q1, ;l .

1 US$8.00 1

Number' of subscriptions ordered;.. ,

payment of US$ enclosed..'
1

•

j

. Subscriber's riarrie>„...;..L. i <•—
:

............
,

Address : ij

City .......... ........I....... L..| ... >. ...««««. S te. .Zip .. • ... .... ..a.... ....... *

List additional Subscriptions on a separate sheet end attach
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ANALYSIS

IT IS I9H3. The fate or the West
M:mk mid Gaza should be sealed
iliis year. There will either be
progress Iowards resolution of the
problem hy diplomatic means, or
the strands lying the future of the
tcrrilorics to Israel will become too
tangled to unravel.
We have heard this argument

»ricn of late. Officials in
Washington arc convinced of its
veracity. It is echoed in the State
Department, the White House, the
Pentagon and on Capitol Hill.

It could be true. But prediction in
the Middle East is a Tool’s trade.
The realities oT 1983 make research
studies conducted a decade «go j
look like a comedy of errors. I

Mcnnclieni Begin is the prime I
minister of Israel — something I
almost unthinkable in January 1973. I
Anwar Sadat mndc peace with i
Israel, but only aHer conducting i\ K
war the experts said was impossible. I

.

I ra»I
and Iran urc at war, and I

there is a lung list oT conflicts that I
have engulfed the region: Syria — I
lr.u|; Syria - Jurdjui; Egypt -- I
l.ihya: l.lhya - - Sudan; the Vemens. I
Afghanistan 1ms been invaded by I

the Soviet l Inion and the strongest I
protest the Americans could muster I
vvas to cancel their participation in I
the Moscow Olympics. American 1
credibility started, eroding with the I
Tall of the Shah till evunt oT such 1
impact that its repercussions arc be- 1
mg fell to this day, and will he fell I
throughout the next dcciuic. It i
created a wave of Islamic Tun- I
uamenialism that looms over the 1
[ulu re of regimes in Saudi Arabia, |
[
r"b

.

R8>Pl Jordan and Syria. It
killed Sadat, and there is no
predicting its future course.

UNPREDICTABILITY is the
characteristic of Middle East
developments. The region is a
quick ^ind of shifting allegiances
and changing ideologies. Apart
from Israel, which has its own
problems, not a country in the
region is free from potentially ex-
plosive internal dissent.

Jordan’s King Hussein is faced
wnh increasing Palestinian unrest in
nis own country, fostered on the
one hand by Palestinian nationalism
becoming a trans-national move-
ment, and on the other by growing
dissatisfaction over his continued
ineffectuality in slopping creeping
Israeli annexation of the West Bank
and Gaza.

Syria’s Hafez Assad is still wagins
a battle for his lire with the Moslem
Brotherhood in his country, though
he dealt the organization a severe
blow m February 1982 when hera«d the city of Hamma and
destroyed with it a lot oF the pop-
tdisi support the movement en-
joyed. Its leaders ore still active and
receiving financial arid operational
support from Jordan and Iraq.

rh

1 ™.*1
\i

S:,ddam H ussein is
threatened not only militarily by
Iran (though it seems that his situa-
non in the field is far less hopeless
han one would have expected sixmonths ago), but also by theovernow of Shi’itc fanaticism from

r

h
!‘ M,hiCh C0Uld nb offon

SI" «e majority. Saddam"
Shines have long been restive un-der his own Sunni minority.

Sinnfariy unstable scenarios
could he projected for every Arab
country directly involved in the£“•*« - countries.
Israel has to know and understandm order to articulate its own basic
position with regard to that conflict.
To he saTe, those responsible for

Israel i security must assume the
worst. The effects of the decisions
ihey make now will be felt in a
decade, and ure all know lhat it is

pIcTu "

i

i

Israel s strategic thinkers have to bank on the worst
possible scenario in the unpredictable Middle East, writes

Post Defence Correspondent HIRSH GOODMAN.
® 1 1 1 • m i p « *777777

impossible to predict wnai win ne in
10 years’ lime.

Israel cannot afford to be wrong.
to be taken by surprise. Neither in
war nor in peace.
There is another way of dealing

with unpredictability if one's goal is
invulnerability: the pursuance oT an
uctivist, aggressive policy designed
to mould events, rather than be
moulded by them. This approach
has been very much the hallmark of
the Begin government. It destroyed
the nuclear reactor in Baghdad in
order to preclude having to deal
with an Iraqi nuclear bomb; it an-
nexed the Golan Heights and is well

!L r.’Z
a3

'.i
0 ,he annexe-

lion of the West Bank and Gaza. H
Hgned a peace treaty with Egypt,

'n
;

ll*''d » «mr in LebSm
which ted to the dispersal of the-
I'LU, an American-European com-
mitment to (he stability of a pro-
Western Christian dominated
government in Lebanon, and a
weakening of the Syrian armed
lorccs which has seriously, if only
temporarily, affected that country's
ability to wage war.
The war in Lebanon, despite its

immediate importance, is not going
to have a major impact on (he
course of Israel’s history. Not unless
it turns out to be the war that brings
in its wake more than just a solution
to the problem of terror on Israel’s
northern frontier, or even nor-
malization of sort* with Lebanon —
a country that wu never a factor In
the overall gco-strutegic equation.

i J[
hcre E11 bc a wulement in

Lebanon because It is jn the basic
lntcresiiof all the parties to arrive

unc - TJ® Syrians are currently intho advanced stage* of
rehabilitating their armed forces, a
process which cannot be effectively

completed with 30,000 troops and
800 tanks tied down in Lebanon,
caught in the cross-fire of a war it
has no interest in. Israel would like
to withdraw for similar reasons, but
only alter the government is assured
Inal the northern border can be ef-
ficiently policed, and can show
something more than just security
arrangements to get it over the
problem of having to justify Israel’s
longest and most controversial war
to a questioning electorate. The
Lebanese want the Syrians and the
Israelis out or their country (but (he
Americans and Europeans in) so
that Beirut can reassert Us
sovereignly over Lebanon. And the
Americans will agree to any solu-
tion that leaves a pro-Western
Christian government in control of
that important stretch of Mediterra-
nean coast.

OF COURSE there are numerous
other reasons why each or (he par-
ties would like to see a solution, but
they need not concern us here.
Despite (he apparent lack ol
progress in the talks currently under
way, there is a great deal or op-
timism on all sides that an answer
will be found.

Israel, Lebunon and the U.S
basically accept (he terms of the
Agreement — the problem is how to
package it In a way that is accep-
table to tho various Lebanese power
groups, to the Arab world which“8a"°"

I*,
801

",8 10 b,ve 10 rcmiin
pari of If it is going lo survive, to the
Israeil pubjic, and, most important,
lo the Syrians, without whose ap-
prove any agreement would be
worthless.

The process may take month*,
but Its successful conclusion ap-
p«ars a safe bet. The real question

concerns the general course of the
Middle East once the Lebanese
problem is settled.

The war sparked off new
diplomatic interest in the region.

President Reagan has tabled a
peace plan and remains committed
to it. When it was first made public,
it was rejected out of hand by the
Israelis, and Middle East experts
said it would be unacceptable Lo any
P.^e olher parties lo the conflict.
Whether the Arab world can ever
accept a plan that explictly states
that there will not be a Palestinian
slate, remains to be seen, as does
Jordan’s willingness to enter into
any meaningful confederation with
the 1.3 million highly politicized in-
habitants of the West Bank and
Gaza. One can also be sceptical
about Palestinian altitudes to the

But the President of the United
States remains convinced that-lt can
work, and it has become the corner-
stone of American policy A
country like Israel,- which depends
on American generosity, will have
lo bend lo American preasure or
face sanctions.

Much to the surprise of the scep-
tics, Hussein of Jordan seems to bo
more forthcoming than his previous
behaviour led one to expect. Ho
created the impression- in
Washington lust month that he was
prepared to participate" :ln any
process aligned lo the Reagan
proposals; and he is expected to
make his agreement public when he
visits Washington again in five
weeks lime, just before Prime
Minister Begin.

Hussein’* willingness to negotiate
could be either the result of a
genuine desire to reach an agree-
ment, or a shrewd move — ac-

I

cepting a process he knows cannot
be implemented, appearing
reasonable by comparison with
Israel, and thus contributing to the
deterioration of U.S.-Israel rela-
(tons.

Whatever the reasons behind it,

Hussein’s endorsement of the
Reagan plan will give it an impetus
that will be almost impossible to
resist. What is not clear is what
course it will take.

Given the Israel government's
reactions to events it perceived as
threatening in the past, its reponse
to a process that could ultimately
deprive it of control of the West
Bank may be annexation: the crea-
tion or a new reality that is seeming-
ly irreversible, of a new point of
departure for any future process.

THE FIRST lest will come when
Begin visits the U.S. next month.
Hussein is insisting on a settlement
freeze as a precondition for talks.
Reagan apparently supports the
king’s demand. So it looks like
Israel will have a new wnr to fight, a
diplomatic war.

It is this war over the future of the
territories that will dominate the
next decade. It will colour Israel's
relations with the U.S. and set the
tone of internal Israeli political
debate. It will become an obstacle
in the normalization process
between Israel and Egypt, and
perhaps the reason for a break in

relations. It could become the issue
around which Arab reconciliation is

forged.

The centrality of the question of
the West Bank and Gaza in the
Rcalpoliiik of the Middle East will
generate a process of recvalualion
among the Palestinians. The PLO
was dealt a severe blow in Beirut,
but it .was not a mortal blow. Far
more dangerous lo the future of the

n P '.
s *be refll<zation among both

Palestinians and Arabs generally

k '

L

ad,I®rence fo the position that
the PLO is the sole representative of
the Palestinians can only serve
Israeli obduracy, can only
perpetuate the current situation in
which Israel creates facta while the
Arabs do nothing.
One can isolate events and try to

apply logic to their progression.
One can identify basic positions
and use them as limits of analysis.
But logic has never been a reliable
yardstick in the past. There are too
many factors and not enough rules
for a neat picture to emerge.
Against this backdrop of un

predictability, those In government
have to make their assessments and
mould policy. The danger of being
unprepared for unfolding reality is

too great to allow objective dif-
ficulties to become an excuse for a
policy vacuum.

It is clear that the focal point of
future debate is going to be the
Palestinian issue. It is also clear that
the issue is highly problematic
Israel has begun by rejecting the
proposed American solution.
Jordan has made a first move
towards accepting it. The American
position is clear.

We could be on the threshold ofa
new cycle in the Middle East, on the
verge of creating a new path for
history. The result could be annexa-
tion, with all the Implications of
such a move, or a Palestinian state,
with all the implications of that
event. Or it could be something
between these two. *«.

But something will happen. If has
to.

And what makes it all so frighten
ing is that it is- Impossible to know
what. '

{Last In a series qfthree articles on Israel's

strategic problems.)
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CONTROVERSY

THE NEGOTIATIONS that have
started between Israel and Lebanon
do not represent just one more
political stage among many. They
represent a crossroads.

Despite initial doubts and suspi-
cions and despite the mistakes
which will undoubtedly be made,
there can be no doubt that these
negotiations may represent a new
phase in relations between Israel,

and its neighbour to the North.
Given this basic fact. It is imperative
that everything possible be done to
prevent the stormy public confron-
tations endemic to Israel's political

life from dictating the character of
the vital Israel-Lebanon negotia-
tions.

Every international negotiation
is, by its very nature, a process of
progress and regression, of opening
stances and lines of retreat, of wide-
ranging demands and realistic com-
promises. Even in the first meetings
between Israel and Lebanon, one
saw how very complex il was going
to he, particularly in view or the dif-

ficulties that the Lebanese face; the
almost unbearable pressures of the
Arab world and the additional fac-
tor of U.S. participation in the
negotiations.

The Israeli delegation is going to
have to navigate between these
varied factors; lo neutralize pres-
Mircs and tu demonstrate firm-
ness and flexibility at the same
lime; lo fight for every single point
on the ugendn and to make the

minimal number of concessions and
to try to get the maximum conces-
sions from the Lebanese. At times,
the delegation will be forced to de-
mand far more than what seems
reasonable in order to make sure of
getting the minimum that is accep-

"Have some more nine." said the

March Hare In an encouraging tone.

Arik looked all round the table, but
there was nothing on U but tea. "I
don't see any wine." he remarked.
"There isn't any," said the March
Hare.

From Arik in Wonderland (with
apologies to Lewis Carroll and
the Mad Hatter)

ONE CAN hardly blame Defence
Minister Ariel (Arik) Sharon if he is

feeling a little perplexed or even
peeved, at the somewhat 4ad Hat-
terish goings on in Halde and Kiryat
Shmona over the past two weeks.
Having been led to believe that

he had oil but sewn up an agree-
ment, tantamount to a dr facto
peace pact with certain
"authoritative" Lebanese officials,

it must have come as a rude shock
to Sharon andaii those 'who had
pinned their hopes on the defence
minister's grossly oversold docu-
ment (which would include the bulk
of Prime Minister Menachem
Begin's cabinet) to find out at the
opening session in Halde that
the Lebanese delegation to the
talks with Israel -viewed Itself as
bound by no such agreement,

Accordingly, after making some
progress in defining those items of
agenda pertaining to purely military

matters (where there would appear
to be little fundamental disagree-

ment between Israel, Lebanon and
the U.S.), the talks in Halde and
Kiryat Shmona almost immediately
became: bogged down in a
protracted squabble over a term
that would adequately cover the
seemingly Incompatible goal* Israel
and Lebanon had set themselves.

FOR ISRAEL,, the talks with
Lebanon are first and foremost
about as complete a “nor-
malization" as possible of the rela-

We publish on this page two sharply contrasting views on Israel's
handling of the negotiations with Lebanon. Yosef Tekoah argues
that the Israel government’s objectives are not unrealistic. David
Bernstein contends that Lebanon is too weak to defy the Syrians,
who are firmly set against any genuine ‘normalization’ of ties
between Beirut and Jerusalem.

Reasonable objective
table. Delays, stalemates and even
the disruption of the negotiations
will have Lo be taken as a matter of
course — without losing sight of
the main objectives.

These objectives are the removal
of all foreign forces from Lebanon;
the guarantee of security on Israel's

northern border; and the normaliza-
tion of relations between the two
countries. These objectives, I

believe, are acceptable to all

Israelis, no matter what their
political persuasion, with the possi-

ble exception of certain fringe ele-

ments. These objectives are not un-
realistic, and there is, in fact, a good
possihijity of realizing all of them.
There is also good reason to try to
do so.

THE KIBITZING and the conten-
tion of some political circles in this
country to the effect that Israel can-
not possihly achieve these objec-
tives and that it is useless to try can
only be harmful. This sort of con-
tention. in different guises, is voiced
often enough by certain circles in

the Lehanese and even the

By YOSEF TEKOAH

American governments. One should
not lend credence to what nre usual-
ly buselcss opinions by adding the
opinions or Israeli politicians.

One should not foster the impres-
sion that a good part of the nation
does not want or believe in the pos-
sibility of achieving these objec-
tives. Otic should refrain from
strengthening the hand of those who
want Israel lo he satisfied with less

than what we really wunl in our
hearts: more secure borders and n
belter chance for peace — for us
and for our neighbours.

When il still seemed possible to
gel a real pence treaty with the
Lebanese, there were those in Israel
and abroad who immediately
responded by contending that there
could be no question of a peace
treaty, because nu peace treaty
could be achieved by force of arms.
In the meantime, the matter of a
peace treaty has been dropped, and
Israel has decided lo try to achieve

a state of normalization with
Lebanon.
The absurdity of the claims,

however, cannot be dismissed. No
international treaty that I know or
has been obtained by persuasion
alone, without the udded factor of
armed might behind one of the
signatories. How else have treaties
and agreements been made but by
the application of economic,
political and military pressures?
One may cull these pressures

whatever one withes — pressure,
force, coercion hut one ennnot
ignore their importance in inter-
national negotiations.

THE ISRAELI military presence on
Lebanese soil cun certainly he
termed such a pressure. This is true,
understood and acceptable in inter-
national circles. Israel has the right
lo try to get the muxinium advan-
tage from this pressure in order to
further its legitimate aims. Only
those who da not share these aims
could demand otherwise.
Many among us have sons at the

front, Ln Lebanon We would all

Arik's tea
tions between the two countries in

return for a withdrawal of its forces.

Little has been heard in recent

weeks of an imminent "peace
treaty” with Lebanon. That goal

received a severe setback with the

assassination of Bashir Jemayei last

September, according to Jerusalem.

But that it is virtually assured of a
security deal with Lebanon that will

fulfil the initial goal of Operation
Peace for Galilee and safeguard the
settlements in the north Is now ap-
parently no longer viewed as suf-

ficient by an Israeli government that
has involved the country in a war
that has cost some 400 lives, with
the figure rising almost daily.

That there must be some politi-

cally justifiable gain to set against the

mounting balance of Israeli dead
and wounded, would appear to be
the current rationale — and that

would, mean, if not a peace treaty

,wi(h Lebanon, then at least some
form of highly visible normalization
(open borders, trade, tourism, eto.).

THE ONLY SNAG is that the last

thing .Lebanon wants is an arrange-

ment that can be pointed at by its

fellow Arabs as Israel's "reward"
for its invasion last summer.
Accordingly, the Lebanese

delegation at the talks has rejected

any. attempt to have the subject of

"normalization" of relations with

Israel placed on the agenda r- not,

as is being argued here, beoause the

word is so offensive, but beoause the

components of normalization are,

i., Israel’s apparent failure to grasp

this .would seem to rest on the! as-

sumption that it is dealing with a

basically Christian, non-Arab

By DAVID BERNSTEIN

t

country which shares a common
destiny with itself in a largely hostile
Arab world.

As long as contacts have been
with the Christiana in Lebanon,
there has been some Justification for
this assumption — hence Sharon's
ability to reach such broad agree-
ment in his secret contacts with
Lebanese officials who dearly
represented the sentiments of the

country’s Christian minority.

.
There is, in fact, no reason to

doubt that, the public statements
still being, made by Phalange
spokesmen jin Lebanon genuinely
represent tne, basically pro-Israeli
sentiments of the bulk or that
country's Christian population.
But the Lebanon of today repre-

sents a mosaic of political attitudes
and those expressed by the Chris-
tians can no longer be assumed to
be the dominant one*.

If. in Inct, the broad-bused
government now installed in Beirut
under Prime Minister Shufik Waz-
zan is more or less representative of
Lebanon’s fundamental political
consensus is plainly biased against
the Christians and their pro-lsruei
(ill and in favour «r the Moslems
und their anti-Israel position.

What is more Lebanon, unlike
Egypt, is not the master of its own
political destiny: with a long-
standing political interest in
Lebanon and a 30,000-atrong army
actually present on Lebanese soil,
Syria — Lebanon’s powerful Arab
neighbour to the east and north
holds an effective veto over just
what sort of deal Lebanon strike*
with Israel.

And, as it has spelled out in
several public statements in recent
weeks, Damascus will not tolerate
anything that will take Lebanon out
of the general Arab orbit and into a
special relationship with Israel —
even If this falls short of an actual
peace treaty.

Thus, In pressing for open
bordera, trade, tourism and other
highly visible signs of “nor-
malization," Israel la plainly flying
in the face of Damascus and, If ft

persists, will eventually force
1

Damascus to exercise its veto.

What Israel would do then, it is
too early to say. But the recent
ominous rumblings in the local
press about the growing military
threat from Syria will have dope lit-
tle to reassure those who would like
lo believe that the government U
not leading us towards another con-
frontation with Syria; And this In it*

prefer to see them on the borders of
Israel, But if there is a real pos-
sibility or increasing the chances for
peace and security, for them and for
ourselves, then shouldn’t we all try
lo keep that in mind when we think
of them there in the snows of
Lebanon?
The citizens of Israel are not

nearly so interested in who
negotiates with Lebanon as they are
in what will be accomplished in

these negotiations.

Good luck to Menachem Begin,
Ariel Sharon and Yitzhak Shamir;
with their success, I too, as an
Israeli citizen, will have succeeded.
Even ir I do not belong to their
political party.

I will do nr say nothing that would
harm their chances of achieving
Israel's objectives. On the contrary,
I will look for every way possible lo
support and to aid them. And the
best assistance ihey can get is the
force of the entire nation behind
them. IT there Ls something to be
said nr commented on, it should he
said, bill lint in a manner liable lo
enable foieijin dements, interest oil

in questioning ami curbing Israel's

objectives, to claim that even part
nl the people of Israel ix ready to ac-
cept less than their government.

II llie government id Israel fails

lo obtain the Israeli objectives, the
nation will charge them with this at

the proper time.

Bui if wc ourselves harm the
government’s chances of achieving
these objectives, then it is wc who
will he charged hy the nation.

I he “ rner n j f> »«!••/ prt.\itfrm uf Hot-
durum f

mmnviirv • ( the Nrvyv ami a
An./I'f’ "tenth,-r lit, t ,Ihour f'tirtv lie
h,i\ (i i/r/vi'hir ni the hfreign \ ,tr.

v Jiuuon /nui an onthatuiihir
i< the l X
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hid to strike a deal with Lebanon
that answers mure to rls own party
political needs than it does lo the
broader security interests of the
country.

MEANWHILE, the Mad Hatter’s
Tea Party goes on, with the
dictionary-thumbing experts on the
three negotiating teams meeting
alternately in Halde and Kiryat
Shmona in an effort to arrive at
some sufficiently vugue formulation
that could still mean "normaliza-
tion" lo Israel but something quite
other to the Lebanese and their
follow Arabs.
There is little reason to believe

that their efforts will not eventually
be crowned With success—• arriving
at formulations of this sort is, after
all, a good deal of what diplomacy is

about.

Alternatively, the negotiator*
may agree to side-step the issue for
the time being in order to clear the
way for talks on a first-phase
withdrawal of foreign forces from
Central Lebanon, where early
agreement would appear to be
relatively promising.

It can be only a matter of time,
however, before the fundamental
incompatibility between Israel and
Lebanon on the shape of their
future relationship makes nonsense
of apy. solution the diplomats may
tilInk up to keep the "normaliza-
tion" issue from ‘torpedoing the
talks before they have properly
begun.

,

"Take same more tea", the March
Van said to Arik, very earnestly.
"/Ve had.nothing yet." Arik replied In
an offended tone, "so / can't take
more."

,
"You mean yam em't tribe less,"

said the Hatter: "It's very easy to take
mare than nothing,?

The . writer is The. Jerusalem Post’s
Middle fyst Affairs Reporter.
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SETTLEMENTANDSUBURBIA
The lure of low-price housing and open space has succeeded where Gush Emunim failed— in

attracting large numbers of Israelis to live in Judea and Samaria. In the first of a series of articles,

YOSEF GOELL examines the forces which have triggered the new wave of settlement activity.

"Tl IliY'VE DONE only good things
fur us. How else could we have af-

forded to buy our own three-room
{lal after only five years of marriage,
and at such a price7 Our monthly
mortgage payments ore only about
IS2.00tr (Sftfi).

The voice happily describing how
a "dream of a lifetime" had been
realized came from a hitchhiker in

the darkened back seat of our car.
Her husband had flagged us dawn in
Ma'aleh Adumim a few minutes
before midnight, explaining that his
wife had missed the last bus to
Jerusalem, She was a nurse, on her
way to work the overnight shift at

Hadassah Hospital on Mount
Scopus.

The nurse, together with her hus-
band and their four-year-old
daughter, moved to Ma'aleh
Adumim a few months ago. They
are one of the 800 families, mostly
young, which since last summer
have become residents of
Jerusalem's newest bedroom sub-
urb, 15 kms. from the city down the
Jericho road.

A few weekends ago, several
hundred families — remarkably
similar in age and number of
children although not In economic
status to my Ma'aleh Adumim
couple — were present when the
cornerstone was laid for the new
town of Nofim, All the way from
Peiah Tikva to the wind-swept
Samarian hilltop on which that
Israeli "Leviuown" will rise, one is

assaulted by an endless row of signs
advertising “Nofim — It's a areal
lire."

IN THE pust few months, thousands
of young families have deluged the
sales offices of private housing
developers who are offering visions
of villages, cottages and whole-
uunnm plots, and ofUberation from
the restrictions of concrete cells in
multi-family dwellings. The
remarkably low prices, based on
id most absurdly low land and
development coils, have also at-
tracted a Urge number of older
Israelis looking for a bargain,
whether ji a home or as a way to
nuke a lust shekel. What all these
schemes have in common is thsL
they ire located in the occupied ter-

ritories — or, if you prefer, Judea
and Samaria.

Two yenrs ago, in writing a series

on the state of Israel settlement in

the territories, l round a variety

of interesting human and social

phenomena. But politics aside, if

that is possible in the Israel of the
1980*5. I also felt dial settlement

in the territories was not then a
serious development.
The first five years of settlement,

marked by strenuous Gush Emunim
efforts and, since 1977. by the Tull

backing of the Begin government,
had produced a Jewish population
which numbered substantially leu
than 20,000, over two-thirds of them
children. That figure was well below
the annual natural rate of increase

of the West Bank's Arabs. What
also seemed dear in 1980 has been
borne out in the ensuing two
years — that Gush Emunim had
come close to the bottom of the bar-

rel in Us search for ideologically

motivated settlers.

THE PICTURE seems to have
changed in the last few months. The
best evidence of that change is the

long line ofyoung families attracted

to Ma'aleh Adumim and Ariel, and
being drawn by the advertisements

of Nofim, Tsavta, Alfei Menashe
and other public and private land
developers as moths are to the
flame.

What seems to be at work is the
Likud government's local applica-
tion of the thesis that the
cumulative social effect of personal
greed can be of great benefit to

society as a whole. Official plans for

continuing settlement of the ter-

ritories are now being based not on
Gush Emunim zeal and personal
sacrifice or on Herat talk, but on
the harnessing of pressing personal
needs and of the profit motive to the

expansion of the Israeli presence in

the territories.

Recently, Michael Dekel, the
deputy minister of agriculture
charged with that ministry's ac-
tivities in the territories, and Mat-
tityahu Drobles, the co-chairman of
the World Zionist Organization's
Settlement Department (the latter

always stresses the crucial impor-
tance of differentiating between the
WZO and the Jewish Agency
because of U.S. tax restrictions on
the use of funds donated through
the United Jewish Appeal) reported
on past progress and future plans to
the Knesset Economic Committee.
There are at present 76 Jewish

settlements in Judea and Samaria
(besides the 31 in the Jordan Rift

Valley). The population in them is

about 25,000 in about 5,800 dwelling

units.

Plans call for the establishment of

another 42 settlements in the next

four years, which together with the

expansion of existing ones will

provide an additional 21,500 dwell-

ing units. The Jewish population

should thus grow by another 80,000-

100,000

by the end of 1986.

Most of this development is ex-

pected to take place in urban settle-

ments like Ma'aleh Adumim, Ariel

and Nofim, as opposed to the small-

er community settlements which
characterized the original Gush
Emunim effort. The Arab popula-

tion in Judea and Samaria is about
800,000.

Deputy Minister of Agriculture
Dekel told me that while there isn't

an up-to-date assessment of the

costs entailed in settling one family

in Judea and Samaria, it had cost

the WZO Settlement Division an
average or IS4.lm. to settle one
family In smaller 60-famlly com-
munity settlements. This had in-

cluded a basic investment in

production infrastructure to

PACK M

provide sources of income for the

settlers.

He expressed confidence that the

cost of settling families in the new,
larger settlements being planned for

400-500 families would be
significantly lower — about IS3-3.5

m. per family. Multiply this by

20,000

families, which is the number
they plan to move there during the

next four years, and you get a total

of about IS70 billion. This of course
pertains only to public expenditure.

In the past, public funds covered
an average of 68 per cent of the ac-

tual cost of settling a family in the

territories. In the new settlements,

in the much sought after western

edges of Samaria (Area Oimmel, as

Dekel put it), the level of public

participation will decline to 45-50

per cent.

One of the major developments
that have made possible the
progress to this second stage of set-

tlement in the territories Is the

greater availability of land. This has

come about in two ways. In recent

years, Mrs. Pleah Albeck of the

Ministry of Justice has carried out a

painstaking title search regarding
ownership of lands in the West
Bank. Ya'acov Feitelson, chairman
of the council of the Samaria town
of Ariel told me:

“At first we ranted and railed

against her because we thought that

her nit-picking approach would put
a crimp in rapid settlement and
development. Now we know that

her work was of extreme impor-
tance, We know that if Mrs. Albeck
says that a certain bloc of land is

clearly state property it Is absolutely

so and there is no obstacle to settle-

ment on It.”
: Much of the land in the West
Bank is state land, and has been
such from the time of the Ottoman
Empire through the British Man-
date and through the Hashemite
Kingdom’s stewardship. -This Is es-

pecially true on
1

the arid - eastern

slopes that lead down to the Jordan
Rift Valley. In the heavily pdpulated

mountain spine area and on the

somewhat less-populated western

slopes of Samaria, land ownership
has often been very vague.

Even aftef 'Mrs. AlbeCk's
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meticulous research, one of the ma-
jor problems is that state lands are

often criss-crossed by privately

owned properties, making it dif-

ficult to assemble tracts large

enough for urban settlement.

Nofim is sited in the middle of a

nature preserve that has existed

through Mandatory and Hashemite
times. The Nature Protection

Society considers Nofim an
encroachment on one of the few
remaining havens for Mediterra-

nean region flora in the barren

Samarian hill area.

THE SECOND development that

has progressed quietly over the

years Is the private purchase of

lands from individual Arab land-

owners by private Israelis. It is es-

timated that about 30,000 dunams
have been bought In such fashion

over the last few years.

Part of these private lands has

been sold to the Lands Administra-

tion Tor public settlement. But for

the most part they form the reser-

voir for the splurge of private settle-

ment schemes that have sprung up
during the last Tew months.

An interesting development is

(hat under the impact of the defeat

of the PLO in Lebanon, and the

demoralization of PLO supporters

in the territories, the readiness of

local Arabs to sell land has grown.
Under Jordanian law, the sale of

Arab land to Jews is punishable by
dculh. Several years ago a number
of Arabs who were active as go
betweens in such deals were assas-

sinated by the PLO.
The entire subject is still very

much a hush-hush one, and there is

still a great deal of fear connected

with such dealings, in addition to

the obvious Palestinian patriotic op-

position to such sales. But both of

these factors seem to- have been
weakened somewhat in the last half

year, both as a result of the events in

Lebanon and of the lough policies

adopted by the Israeli civil ad-

ministration on the West Bank.

In the absence of Mattityahu
Drobles, the chairman of the

WZO's Settlement Department,
who was busy politicking on the es-

tablishment of a new WZO Ex-

ecutive, I Spoke with division

spokesman Ze'ev Ben-Yosef. He
said that the department's plans call-

ing for 100,000- 1 30,000 Jews in

Judea and Samaria in four year’s

time and 1.3 million at the end of 30

years, were based on studies of land

ownership and utilization in the

area, and on projections for the

development of the Arab popula-

tion there, he said.

It was found, Ben-Yosef said, that

70 per cent of the land was neither

privately owned* nor farmed or

otherwise occupied by the in-

digenous Arab population. Projec-

tions, he added, put the Arab pop-

ulation at 1 .6 million at the end oT

30 years, compared to today’s

800,000, if one ignores the fact that

Arabs will also be leaving these ter-

ritories as they have in the past 15

years.

As for the projection for Jewish

“demand" for resettlement in new
locales for the next 30 years, this

showed a figure of 1 .4 million Israeli

Jews seeking such a move. Ben-

Yosef stressed that this potential

would come only from the
overcrowded Coastal Plain areas

and would not drain off Jewish pop-

ulation from Jerusalem, the Galilee

or the Negev.
These projections set the goals

for settlement policy, Ben-Yosef

declared. It was possible to settle

1.4 million Jews alongside the 1,6

million Arabs in Judea and Samaria
without overcrowding and without

their bothering one another. This
will also result in raising (he stan-

dard of living of (he Arabs, he asser-

ted.

Turning ideological, Ben-Yosef
added: "Anyone who is truly afraid

of creating a bi-national state

should be all in favour of raising the

Arabs’ standard of living and of
education. To date we have found
that these are the major factors in-

ducing them to leave for
elsewhere,"

In January 1980, the ever-devoted

personal spokesman continues,

Drobles prepared a memorandum
calling for the activation of private

enterprise in the settlement drive.

The idea is that of dangling the

prospect of a I50sq.m.-plus villa in

front of privacy-starved Greater Tel

Avivians at the price of a standard

Tel Aviv apartment.

"The idea, eventually — that is

within the next 30 years — is to

remove the centre of balance of

Jewish settlement in this country

from the coastal strip to the moun-
tain areas, as it was in Biblical

days."

WHEN ONE DESCENDS from

these heady clouds of vision to the

mundane terra firma of
bureaucratic Israel, ail is not well.

Recently, the Knesset Finance
Committee refused to approve a

Treasury request to transfer (S375

million from the budget for

agricultural settlement to that of

urban settlement in the territories,

Lust week ihe committee reversed

itself and approved the sum, itself

an indication of a shift in emphasis

to (he building of a smaller number
of larger settlements.

In ihe Knesset Economic Com-
.mittee, the director-general of the

Ministry of Housing recently

warned that his ministry would
refuse to carry out infrastructure

work on projects whose planning had

not been coordinated with the

ministry. Housing's bete noir has

been Deputy Minister of
Agriculture Dekel, who has been

promising governmental support to

private projects which had not been

approved by the cabinet's inter*

ministerial committee on settlement

or coordinated with the Ministry of

Housing.

Dekel had been reprimanded
earlier by his own minister, Simha
Ehrlich, for his support for Nofim.

When I interviewed him last week,

the Ministry of Housing's head of

the Rural Building ‘Division, Yossi

Margallt, also offered Nofim as a

problematic example ofjumping the

gurtfr—

"Nofim may yet succeed* but it's

very iffy. T/tey are no contractors

arid we don't know if they have
* enough financial backing to really

{pull off their schemes. TTic private

’.firms we work with all have con-

tracting experience, proven finan-

cial ability backed by bank
guarantees and also have long es-

tablished sales offices."

• Perhaps In response to this sort of
‘ criticism, Nofim has recently signed

on the prestigious firm of Anglo-
Saxon realtors as its sales agent.

In the area Itself, older settlers

give free rein to their scepticism

regarding the private capital new-

comers, notwithstanding their ob-

vious interest in attracting as many
new settlers as possible.

But it Is clear that there is major

movement on the settlement front

in Judea or Samaria, as opposed to

the crawling progress of the first

'stage.' D
(This is the first of a series if articles).
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FOR THE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
BROADCASTS

LISTED BY TIME ZONES
Nov 7. 1902 March 7. 1983

NORTH AMERICA
EST CST MST PST
7 (i m fi ii n» 5 (im 4 lifti <*J

8|i hi 7 |j in f> |i in 5 (1 iti l

4
)

!J |i m 8 o hi 7 ii hi 6 p m ("I

MiiIihijIiI 1 1 fi in 10 |i in 9 O l
4 *

H On rhi«M< fiininoiii I

IHibb HI?

J8 I'j HI/

7.110 SH/

2 5 meli V baud

31 Mifflin htjiii]

4u iin.Uu hand

Un ihi ,,»n lfin|li»jiii«0S

1 1 uJ 7 IH/ 25 nuMiu fund

\ It* 111 Vll; .
tc

^ iin?Uu ImivI

Mfl 1
c

. Y I./ 3 t'l IllL'tl" I'Ainl

U420 kHz - 31 iviutvo b.iud •

UNITED

5 n,m
HI? J5

12 midday
15585 VH/

8 pm.
25 30 3 )

10.30 p.m.

0815 kH/

hands

KINGDOM & EUROPE
IGMTI

1 1 0J 7 1 IblO. J8I5 9-120

<1.1 31 niiiliu tijnds

:\G25 21495 \ 7630.

13 17 19 inpno hands

1 1 637 9815 9420 kH/ -

metre I.iJInK

15585 13745. 11655.

19. 21. 2 5 30 metre

SOUTH AFRICA
IGMT i 2 Hours)

10 p.m. 1 7685 & 9009 in ihe 1 7 &
.31 metre bands

AUSTRALIA. NEW ZEALAND.
SOUTHEAST ASIA

(GMT 1 10 hours Melbourne
Time)

3 p.m. -- 21710 & 11B37 kHz in the

13 & 25 metre band

10 p.m. — 15605 kHz in the 19 rtielie

band

Fur complete schedule write

ENGLISH SERVICE, Ko! Israel

P.O.8. 1082. 91010 Jerusalem, Israel

YOUR
ADHERE

will reach and Influence .

1

50,000

of the most affluent,

and committed

. readers In the world.

For complete Information

and rites, call or writ? .

,

The Jerusalem Posti
11

120 East 66th Street..

New York, N.Y. 1 0022,;.

Telephone: (212) 365-444Q.

PERSONAL ///
ATTRACTIVE graduate British divorcee (43)
currently residing in Israel — planning reloca-

tion, scclcs established professional man from
English-speaking country Tor serious
relationship. No. 363* P.CXB* 2045* Jerusalem,

NETANYA

LARGli CONDOMINIUM, furnished, on the

bench, Netunyo, Israel, Tor rent. Cell evenings

USA \2I5)6M^825.

FOR SALE. Furnished one bedroom in Dan
Nttanyn, on beach. Evenings (416)459-5496.

or Dr. B. Goldman, 223 Strethallan Wood,
Toronto, Ontario. MSN ITS.

FOR SALE in Israel

Rehovot, 5 [A Acres
Botwoen Welrmann Institute and

Kiryat Welzmann

$100,000.00
Samuol Chernov.

10349 Moorpark Street

Spring Vallay. CA 92077 U.8.A.,

Telephone: (619) 460-9271

ONE OF A KIND
Entire flour. North To) Aviv
ppiithousn. luxurious furnishings,
Imriiirl iii|> full-limi- ninlil. Kuithil U
months to l year. No childrun or
pots.

Phono: New York City 212-753-7732

AUTHORS WANTED BY
New York Publish ar

Load ii
iu subsidy boa), publisher *nuk&

mnmiscnpis nf all Iyi»j6 fictrcm. uun-
fiLiiofi. poofry -w

I
jimmito works, etc

New tiuiliprs welcomed For complalu
inliiimniiou. solid for huoMoi J.P.1. It s
ffrui Vantago Ptesa, 618 W. 34 St..

Now York. N.Y U S.A

Vl(K\u Aklvn Nctnnya
Inloriuitional

IIHnvn Stutlv Centre

Ministry of Kiluention
timl Culture

Department for

Adult Education

STUDY HOLIDAY
AT ULPAN AKIVA

At the Ulpan residence in tho Green Ranch Hotel

(sport facilities, swimming pool, horseback riiliog).r •» • “

A joint learning experience for you, your family,

your children and your friends.

HEBREW (ALL LEVELS)
for Tourists, Now Immigrants and Hohrew speakers

CORRECT SPELLING/HEBREW BRUSH UP
for Vatikim fliid New InunigruiUs who know Hebrew

SPOKEN ARABIC FOR BEGINNERS
Tor Hebrew speakers
19 days or 5 days "Just a taste of Arabic"

Programme and alms: Intensive Hebrew or Arabic studies in small

classes, shaping a community based on learning, getting together and

the meeting of Israeli Jews with Jews from the Diaspora; Israeli

citizens —Jaws, and non Jews: Jews and Gentiles; all this in the

frame of a social life, the culture of Israel and Jewish heritage.

February 1, 1983
March 1. 1963 ral.
April 11, L983

up1 ’Xc

T&

I

Courses last 4, 9 or 20 weeks Intended Tor youth, adults and families with
children from 12 years of age upwards.

Residents of Netanya and vicinity accepted as external students.

Reductions granted in special cases.

To: Ulpan Afciva, P-O.B. 256, 42102 Netanya rfSl. 0G3-52312
053-52313]

t

Or: Education Deportment, W.Z.O. 515, Park Avenue, New York,
N.V. 10022. U.S.A., {Tel. 762-0600. axL 385-61

Please send ms your Information brochure without obligation on my
part, Including prices and registration forms.

Name Address

For Sale in the Heart of Jerusalem

LUXURIOUS APARTMENT SUITE
l m 1 .

'
'

t : I f

Located abpvo Super-Sol, next to the Plaza Hotel. One bedroom,
living room, dinette, kitchen, bathroom and balcony. Magnificent
view overlooking independence Park and Old City. Luxurious fillings,

inc. built in fumishlnge. darpeta. heating, cooling, etc,

Price S9Q.OQO.
I *

For appointment, phone 03-7B7498, or vvrite P.O.B. 21647, Tel
Aviv. . s

;
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And how’s your
massacre today?

•
. . X
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T/ie three-member commission ofInquiry into the Beirut massacre
(
from left to

right): Supreme Court Justice Aharon Barak. Supreme Court President Yitzhak
hahan and General {reserves) Yona Efrat. (

R

a |,amim Urucfo

By EPHRAIM KISHON

I MET this pleasant young man in a

country of Ine civilized Weal, where
he had come to sec me on behalf of

the Culture Mag of a large radio sta-

tion. never- mind which. He was
very decorous, this young reporter,

very polite, and very embarrassed.

He sat, put a list of prepared ques-

tions about Art &. Lit on his knees,

and shakily pressed the buttons on
his tape recorder.

"My first question, sir, is whether
recent events have had any in-

fluence on your writing."

"Which events?"

"Recent..."

The young man dropped his eyes

and was silent. I was silent loo.

"I mean," he broke it at last, “this

business in Lebanon."
"What business?"

“This... you know...”

ANOTHER brief pause. I try to
guess his age. Twenty something. A
decent young man, born a clean
dozen years after the overthrow of
Nazism in Europe.

"Excuse me," I say, "the subject
of this interview was to be
literature, if I'm not mistaken."

“Certainly, sir."

"Then let's talk books. Let's talk

about modern Hebrew
"Very well, sir?' tneyoung man 1

readily agrees. "Did any of the
poets in your country write about
those events?"

"Which events?-’

"In the refugee camps..."

His eyes shift ' again, his fingefs

strangle the mike.
"I mean,” he clears his. throat,

“this massacre."
*'

He licks, his lips on "mas?acrdM as

though liking the taite.

"whose massacre?" I enquire,
1

"The massacre of Palestinian

worsen and children."
I ask about the Identity of the

perpetrators: who are they? !

The young reporter stdres into
1

space.'

“I'm asking |you who committed
j

this mass murder in the refugee '

camps. Who?"
‘

'•

are

viewer. An open face. A nice young
man of good family, no doubt of it.

"It was u bloody massacre," he
explains for iny benefit. "A fearful

massacre."

"Who perpetrated it?”

He fumbles with his notes.

"It was a brutal act or revenge,"
he mutters, "this dreadful mas-
sacre." .. ,r .,

“Brutal revenge by whom7"

THE REELS or his tape recorder
turn with a gentle swish. The
reporter's lips are compressed into a

thin straight line. I have seen those
tight lips before. Long, long ago, in

another country of Europe.
"Young man," I say to him, "you

may consider this interview ter-

minated unless you tell me who did
the killing in those camps."
The sweat breaks out on his

forehead. He is on his third cigaret-

te.

"It hasn’t been settled yet.” He
takes a deep breath. “You have this

commission of inquiry investigating

Begin's part in the massacre. I've

also seen pictures from a UN dis-

play; a demonstration against the

massacre in Tei Aviv, with slogans

,ifl*£nglish about Begin and Sharon
being murderers like Hitler."

’

His cheeks are flushed, his hands
tremble. He's having a bad time.

“Do you know what you're
saying?" 1 flare up. "Did you ever

hear about mass demonstrations

dgfrinsfc^litler? Did he ever order an
inquiry to be held against himself
ancj, kb Is jcabinel under pressure of
public opinion?, Right, there’s been
grays negligence on our part,.an un-
forgivable lack of judgement, .and

tyo^^pponslble will be brought to

aoc^nfcijj'&ut ,
can't you see that

what is’,happening in Israel today
isn't fascism, <4*>ou Imply, but the

opposite -fi democracy lq the

highest sense of the word?"

..Aisarcastic smile, appears ,dn the

ydung man$ face. Hq,pulls hard on>

HU oigaratty j .
•

. m.-j .

••

"Sharoni!admitted -in your.parlia- 1

children? Who - art - they?’
v-V''v

No answer. I' look 'at- my inter-
:

irll, j'jw.'.'ip ’S)
f
jstuit’ oh :the*

^

*- • . m. l-^lf ft . • < I Hi

massacre, sir.”

Aha. Sharon, you may remember,
informed the Knesset at the time
that Israel had for years been sup-
porting the Phalangisls, who com*

1 milted the ruthless killings in the
refugee camps. That same evening,
nearly every television station in

Europe, along with the most respec*

table papers, reported with ad-
mirable brevity: “Sharon admits; I

-supported the massacre." Like that,

.Word for word. 1 saw it with my
own eyes.

IT’S MY TURN to lake a deep
breath.

“My friend," I tell the reporter,
“let's say Sharon gets a high from
murdering women and children. Do
you think an old pro like him would
stand up in the Knesset and broud-
cast it lo the TV cameras or hair the
world?"

The reporter squirms. He’s got
Timcrmnn written nil over him.
"You lit up (he camps for them

during the massnerc."
"For whom?"
"For the massacre perpetrators."

I feel the blood rushing to my
hend.

"Say ‘Christian Phalangisls’ just

once, godanunil!"

The reporter keeps silent. Like
hell he’ll say it. Phalnngists. Chris-
tian. Not him. His iips are narrow,
bloodless.

"I’m no anti-Semite, sir.” he as-

sures me at last. “I just want to
know how you, as an Israeli writer,
feel about this massacre you
held."

"So it was we who did it, was it?"
I recall a one-inch item in

Europe’s press about the systematic
extermination of Indian peasants in
Guatemala. And didn’t l also see a
back-page mention of Ethiopia the
other day, apropos the weekly car-
nage of thousands of villagers or
something? The number of Afghan
refugees in Pakistan’s camps has
passed the three million, but who
wants to know about that?

"Please." my young mind-reader
says, ’’about this massacre: the
point is, you see, that we expect
more of you than of others." -

"Why?"
"Because you are Jews. You’re a

moral people. A free, democatic
state, not a repressive dictatorship

like your neighbours."

“Bravo!" I cry. “Great. That
pious formula, young man, allows
your media to villify moral,
democratic (srael, and turn it into

an immoral, blood-thirsty country
in the public mind, while the repres-

sive and bloody dictatorships are
immune Tram criticism on account
of their low moral standard, and
your media present them to the
public as a bunch of saints."

The reporter blinks.
< "I didn't quite get that," he con-
fesses, "but with respect, sir. I'm
surprised that you, as a Holocaust
survivor' yourself,- should- condone
such a fearful massacre, the massive
slaughter of innocent...*?

. |

I; ROSE without a word, picked up
my CQat and left. I wasn’t even
angry with the awkward young mart

of the Culture Mag. The world is

full of his likes thefce days. He truly

believesihe's no anti-Semite at alt,

As fop me, I truly believe 'that

Naziaifi Is back; or father, that ;k has
nevergone away and is only coming
Irito Itself again*!with all the verve ofi

a.newpgeneration;,$ix million dead],

bought up SO-yeOrbreathlng-spacef

ip th^thlatory of human civilisation ,
1

ancLvVedid, notrtljlize it waa only
j

|lln|h qbl;Nd\Vthe;rtferee hfcb(o#hg

v : -7>^SS5%» hitrim Am 3

A child's book about the Holocaust
"Whet If an evff hand decided to with this question. Gerda
set fire to the forest one spring WaisBman Klein begins the

or summer — decided to narration that Is the first step a child

destroy all life out of season
?” ^usl tflka ^ understanding why we

... grieve. The life that was destroyed

PROrnfSe — the Jewish community in Europe

op a ... is like a forest.

*
l Q6tO Through the metaphor of a forest

1

j

: SDRfnCl fire. Mrs. Klein leads young readers

i r
v ‘I V-*

r cJ to understand the sense of loss that

1/
goes beyond the personal realm.

1

fiJ

]

; :WBRt>A WKtSSMANN K1JJ1X Mra- Kte5n- haraalf a su™vm °{ 'ha
I'kr T 1 Holocaust, convoys the

r
' ' '"i preciousness of life in a simple yet

[> I Y ;
f * v j.) ,

i eloquent volume that is sensitively

f.J
*

'it' Vi* •

'
,l

Bfostrata^- in photographs and

f' it' f jj
'; -

drawings, by artist Vincent Tsrtero.
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US$ 4.95

Promise of e New Spring is published by ffossol Books' It Is available in paperback
From the Now York office of The Jerusalem Post, 120 East 56di Sued. New York.
NY 10022. For mail orders, complete lira coupon below and sond it with your
payment Plaaso add SI. 26 for postage and handling Outside North Amor ice. allow
six to eight weeks for dolivoiy. or odd S3 00 for sir mail poslagu.

To: The Jerusalem Post. 120 East 66th Street,

New York. NY 10022
Please 9ond me Promise of a New Spring. I enclose payment, as
indicated below.

US$6 20 par copy US$7 95 par copy

(includes S 1 .25 for (includes £3.00 for

postage and handling) overseas an mail postage)

Name (plosse print)
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great deals on wheels
1^1

Q. Why is

homeland?
A. Because

1. Jordan contains the largest percentage of Palestinian

Arabs anywhere in the world.

2. The overwhelming majority of Jordanian citizens are

Palestinian Arabs and

3. 76.9% of Palestine.
For Information, contact the Jordan is Palestine Committee
AMERICA P.O.B. 2003, New Hyde Park. N.Y. 11040
AUSTRALIA P.O.Bt 1B0, UndfleM 2070, N.8.W.
ENGLAND 37b New Cavendish SL, London W1M BJR
SOUTH AFRICA P.O.B. 62706, Baxonwo Id 2132, Johannesburg
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JERUSALEM OFFICE SERVICES
‘ .offers the conventancs ol your own offke. In Jerusalem.

Tfanslailons. inierpreUnfft transcription of regular and mlcro-caisattar .
,•

Appointments and errangemenis made before, during and after your trip.

wwtsyjr ygy expedi from your home office staff, you Will find at JOS — Americani^ardt, quick, efficient service. The address for all your busbies* needs.P O a - ?7*|9' Siojy^erfj^^m, Tel- 02-pa.OMB.

DA

renta car
Tel Aviv; 112 Hsyarkon St.,

Tel. 0J-280327. 280671
Jerusalem. 36 Keren Hayes od Si.

Tel. 02-636183. bWOQJ
Ashkelon: Tel. 051-22724. 22284
Ashdod: Tel. 055-34177
Telex; IL 341730. ATT ELDAN

the Palestinian

.- i- . I-
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travel m HOtV
1 f« |

UNO LIKE A LORO A*

A
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20kwGMC
3.B3 at. 1200 : RPM. Radiator; akld
mounted. Biuehleae generator* .
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:
Tf»t run on load.

.
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i.rr : B.C., Canada
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Today

“II 1:1.P MM gel out or prison I" This

plea wa.s written by Israeli agunot

(woniL'M trapped in unhappy mar-
riages he cause (heir husbands
refuse to grant them divorces) in a
letter which will be circulated

among rabbis in Israel and abroad.

Eighteen of these unfortunate

women (and more are being sought)

signed the letter at a meeting spon-

sored by Milzvah, the League for

Family Rights in the Courts, which
was held in Tel Aviv last month.
"Our rabbis tire timid, '* said

Sylvia Mandclbitum, founder of
Mil/vah. “We don't want to say

anything against them because we
ure in favour of the Halacha (Jewish
law), and the rabbinical courts do
give prompt attention to cases
where we've helped couples draw
up the agreement.

“Nevertheless, the fnct is that the

agunot problem could be solved if

the rabbis und rabbinical courts

would implement the Hnlacha us it

should he implemented."
Divorce court with adversary

procedure is a gentile concept, ac-

cording to Mnndclhuum. In Jewish
law, divorce requires agreement:
the hushuml gives the divorce und
the wife receives it.

"When they go into court, they
have la make accusulions against

each other and it's all in the public
record. The children can come back
years later and read thul their

mother was a prostitute and their

father £ drua addict. Never mind
whether any or it is true or noi.

"Our snges said that shaming
another person is like shedding
blond. If gentiles have begun using

mediation in divorce cases instead
of adversary proceedings, why can’t

we, when 'agreement' is what our
I laheha says anyway?"
Mandelbaum added that she was

trained us a real estate negotiator in

the United States and uses similar
techniques in negotiating amicable
divorces or, where possible, recon-
ciliations.

“When lawyers handle a case,
one side wins and the other side

loses," she said. 1 was trained — and
1 now train Mitzvah's volunteer

fUfe

%
YA

> .

The ‘chains’
of marriage
Lea Levavi reports on the latest

activities of Mitzvah, the

organization which aids women
trapped in unhappy marriages.

mediators — to negotiate with both
parties so that both are winners. We
also try to be advocates for the
children, because often the husband
and wife are each so busy looking
out for their own interests that the
children's best interests get forgot-
ten."

At the meeting, attorney Stanley
Levine, who said he doesn't handle
divorce eases because he doesn’t
want to profit from other people's
“bloodshed," suggested that Mitz-
vah lobby, at the Knesset and in a

meeting with the Justice minister,

for speeding up the bureaucratic

Home is where parents are Unfair to
Jerusalem Post Reporter Klein, told The Post that the pre- 0 m

ifFA.— Merhavia, the veteran school children have already moved
i-wing Mapam kibbutz near in with their parents, thoueh older

*****
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA.— Merhavia. the veteran
left-wing Mapam kibbutz near
Afula, has broken ranks with the
Kibbutz Artzi movement and
moved its pre-school children into
the homes of their parents, contrary
to the movement's accepted norm
C'l having the youngsters stay
together in children's houses.
Movement secretary Dov Pel eg

tn Id The Jerusalem Post last week
(hut the matter will be brought up
for debate at the next annual
meeting of Kibbutz Arui in the
summer. He did not deny that the
move hy Merhavia, the home of
movement stalwurl Meir Ya'ari,
“entharrassed us."
The secretary of Merhavia, Rula

Klein, told The Past that the pre-

school children have already moved
in with their parents, though older
children remain in the childrens'
houses. Several dozen children were
involved in the "educational, social
and ideological" revolution, which
had caused “many arguments and a
lot of stomach aches" in the 54-

year-old kibbutz.

She said the agitation for the
change had been started by a small
group of members, which grew until
a recent general meeting adopted
their stand by “quite a large ma-
jority." They were aware that Kib-
butz Artzi objected to the change —
since long introduced in other kib-
butz movements — "but all the
sumo the decision was carried,"

Minister shows healthy way
The Knesset I abour and Social AITairs Committee got a natural foods

meal tiivonii last week und a prediction from natural foods enthusiast
Minister Mnrdechui Bcn-Poxat. over the whem-germ bread and the
Truii. that Israel could save 5250 million a year if it imported less meal,
writes Knesset Correspondent Asher Wallfish.

Sugar ami s.ilt were absent from the sample lunch, served in the wake
of a mution for the agenda presented in the plenum last year by Ben-
I'orai heroic he became minister without portfolio.
Rcii-IWi said a special health centre should be established where

people could Icnru how to avoid fatty and unhealthy roods. "A lot of
l^aelw want to go over to u proper diet but they don’t know how," he
>-nd.

He demanded that wheal-germ be granted the same Treasury subsidy
rT" i,

,

c
i
1 n,’ur * «i>ing that "the government canpot ignore the 50,000

natural loud enthusiasts anil vegetarians in this country."

LAUGHTER from her male co-work-
ers greeted Pugud (chief inspector) Lea
Goldman, head of Tel Aviv's traffic

department, when she announced
that she intended to continue to rise
in the ranks of the police depart-
ment, even as Tar as to sub-district
commander.
Undaunted by the reaction, she

went on to say to her audience of
IM policewomen and the Tel Aviv
district command officers (who are
men), that she managed a career
and a family just fine. A woman, she
said, can fulfil any role in the police
force providing she is willing to in-

vest time and effort in it.

The members of the Tel Aviv
force were attending a symposium
for and about policewomen which
was held recently at the Ap-
ropos card, and sponsored by the
Na'aimu women's organization.
Journalist Brurin Avidan Brir acted
us moderator.

Following Goldman’s statement,
Pukud Ziva Agami, head of the
public complaints department of
the force, took the microphone.
"Why is it considered funny that

u woman wants to or is able to reach
the top?” she asked. "This laughter
reflects the prevalent male concep-
tion that a woman is incapable of
reaching the top."

procedures of getting through the
divorce courts. (Sometimes the man
who finally agrees to give the

divorce changes his mind while
waiting weeks or months for the

scribe to prepare the bill of divorce-
ment.)

He also suggested that women
should use demands for higher

maintenance as a way to gel their

husbands to want to divorce them,

in place of Maimonides' suggestion

that the husband be beaten until he

ngrees to divorce his wife.

Levine's other suggestion, which
has already been tried successfully

by Milzvah in several cases, is to

hold a demonstration in front of the

husband’s place of employment
demanding that he give his wife her
freedom. The embarrassment is

often sufficient to make the hus-

band opt for divorce.

One of the women present told

how she had played the part of the

lover in order to get her husband to

divorce her.

“I smothered him with so much
love, though it made me sick, that

he finally wanted to get rid of me. 1

didn't have a lawyer and I con-
vinced the rabbis in the court to
throw his lawyer out on the grounds
that his presence was unnecessary
and meddlesome in a dispute
between the man I had married and
myself.

“Usually," she went on, "it’s the

man who clnims he wants shalom
hail (marital pence) rather than
divorce. But I took that card out of

his hands and told the rabbis I

wauled maintenance payments and
marital peace, even though I reully

wanted a divorce.”

The other women at the meeting,

however, didn't think they could
follow her example. Some have
been litigating in the courts for 20
years. One woman of only 23 has

spent six years — nearly her whole
married life — fighting for divorce.

Women complained that their
husbands use extortion, demanding
property or money in exchange for

the divorce. Often, they com-
plained, husbands drag out litiga-

tion by not showing up for hearings

or arranging for themselves or their

lawyers to be conveniently "called

up" for army service on the date of

the hearing, whereupon the court

sets a new date several months later.

All these issues are explained in

the letter being prepared for cir-

culation to the rabbis who, Mitzvah
hopes, will come up with some new
and creative solutions.

“Litigation in the divorce courts

is an old road blocked by a lot of

broken-down cars," according to

Mandelbaum. "Our mediation
counselling process is a new super-

highway to marital peace.

“When women are stuck in these

marriages for years, the result is

either the birth of bastards, when
married women find other sexual

parLners, or no births, i would
almost call it genocide, in the case

of religious women who refrain

from seeking other partners.”

She explained that Mitzvah ad-

vocates a premarital agreement
which will set out how properly is to

be divided if the marriage breaks

up, and which might even specify

conditions under which the husband
will have to eranl a divorce.

“We hope our letter will in-

fluence rabbis and Tora scholars to

consider implementing such an
agreement — which is in keeping
with the Halacha — because it is

.really an updating of the ketuba and
maim which are a part of Jewish
marriage and were originally meant
as protection for the wife.”

Mandelbaum explained that her
organization is turning to rabbis
abroad "because we hope their in-

put mayjnnuence rabbis here, and
also because the problem or agunnt
is becoming more and more serious
for observant Jewish women
abroad, for whom civil remedies are
nol sufficient.”

Mitzvah is always looking for

volunteers 10 be trained as
mediators or to help with its grow-
ing administrative work.

Though the emphasis is on
women. Milzvah also helps men
whose wives refuse to accept a
divorce and trap the husband in the

marriage.
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Agami told her audience that

very Tew men in the police force are

ready to accept the idea of a woman
“boss" and this — and not women’s
limitations — is preventing them
from rising in the ranks.

Brir asked Agami if she thought a
woman would lose her “femininity"
in a senior police post.

"Every person loses something
and gains something when adapting
to a new post," Agami replied. "The
only difference is that when a
woman identifies with her job, it is

rcgnrdcd ns a contradiction to her
femininity. When a man behaves
the same way, regardless of his in-

dividual character, no contradiction
is perceived.' 1

Rav-Pagad (Superintendent)
Horuta Har’elsaid during the dis-

MQb-UMu

cussion that despite certain im-

provements in women’s positions,

several senior police posts are still

oul of bounds to women. In any

given post, women have to work
twice as hard and be twice as good

to prove they are as good as men.

Deputy-Inspector lrit Haijamil

said that married women are not

promoted as rapidly as single ones

on the force, which tends to view

married officers as a “lost cause.’’

Speaking at the end of the sym-

posium, District Commander Nit-,

zav Avraham Turgeman said that
J

when he interviewed a woman fora

post, he always took her marital

status into consideration, for work-

ing at certain posts is incompatible

with being a wife and mother.
;

M1CHAL YUDELMAN
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Man of the year
It is unfortunately not very hard

to select the Israeli Sportsman of
the Year, since the competition is

nol all that keen. Few outstanding
performances were registered.

SI1 I01110 (ilickslcin continued to

play very good tennis on the inter-

national circuit, and at one stage
had risen :ls high as 22 in the ATP
computer rankings. He reached
several quarter-finals and semi-
finals. He also did well in non-
Grand Prix tournaments. But,
towards (lie end of the year, he
dropped back to about 30 in the
rankings.

Considering how fierce the com-
petition in the circuit is, and how
many young players, highly trained
and technically very accomplished,
ure fighting their wny up, while
older stars refuse to fade, Glicks-
tcin's feat of staying in the same
place 111 the rankings cannot be
minimised.

We chose him as Sportsman of
the Year in 1981. To hold the title,

we expect him, perhups un-
reasonably. to raise the level of his

game to new heights. This he did
nol do.

The real of improving on very,
very good was certainly attained by
Maccabi Tel Aviv's haskelbnll star,

Earl Williams, who, incidentally,
became a Jew and an Israeli in the

course or 1982. He continued to de-
fend and to collect rebounds with
the skill and determination he had
always displayed. But, in the Euro-
pean Cup games that have been
played recently, he has risen,
physically and figuratively, to new
heights as an attacker and scorer of
huskets.

Nor can we disregard his team-
mate, Mickey Berkowitz, who. on
his day, must be one of the fastest
and most brilliant offensive players
in the European game, as well us be-
ing an expert at surprise interven-
tions in defence. Always a
remarkable shot at the basket,
towards the end of 1982 he was pull-
ing off shots worthy of a member of
the H uric 111 Globetrotters. But it

must be admitted that he does have
his bad moments.
The most dramatic individual sue-

cess of the year was undoubtedly
achieved hy Odcd Muchness, the
Nctanya Mnecnbi striker, who dis-

played an appetite for goals equal to

that of a cannihul who lias not found
a missionary for weeks. In the

record of goal-scorers in the
National Soccer League, it was
Muchness first, the rest nowhere —
lie scored 2b goals last season, and
has already whetted his appetite this

season with 15.

Against a background of a

tos 4
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Oded Machness

paucity of goals in the League, and
with other forwards seeming in-

capable or exploiting opportunities
to score. Muchness shines like a
good deed in a naughty world.
So our title of Israeli Sportsman

of the Year goes to Odcd Muchness.

Woman of courage
The title of Israeli Sportswoman

of the Year was bestowed by us last
year on Zehava Shmucli, the long
distance runner, who broke several
Israeli records in 1981 and finished
25th out oF 2,500 women running In
the New York Marathon.
This year she achieved one

remarkable result, coming sixth
among the women in the Boston
Marathon, Unfortunately, she was
unable to compete in many more
meets or tournaments owing to in-
jury, so wc have to disregard her.
The tennis players had a bad year.
Hudar Rubinstein, the 15-year-

old swimmer from Kirynl Ono,
showed remarkable improvement,
and in the national swimming cham-
pionships, added three national
records to the two she already held.
She certainly must be considered us
the best of our sportswomen. Yet
she must still improve in reach In-
ternational level.

This cannot he said of Zippy
Ruhin, Israel’s 3 6 -ye nr-old
wheclchnir athlete. She contracted
polio at the age or four, and has
been crippled virtually all her life.

Yet she has won 59 medals at the
Olympic Games for the Physically
Disuhlcd and (he International
Stoke Mnndeville Games for the
Handicapped.
This year she broke the world

‘ Vi
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Zippy Rubin

record for n javelin throw for
women — 19.75m. —- and the world
record for the shot pul — 7,45m.
These successes were achieved in
the Stoke Maude villc Games in
August, where she also collected
silver medals in ihc discus and
haskelbnll. She is the most success-
lul wheelchair athlete in history. So
we choose her as our Israeli
Sportswoman of the Year.

' These comments are hi- "The
Post s Philip Gillon anti Yaron
Kenan.

)

Books for you from Jerusalem

With Prejudice

by Alex Berlyne

Collection of tongue-in-cheek
essays by Jerusalem Post columnist

and social critic Bsrlyne. Illustrated.

Published by Carla and The
Jerusalem Post

Price: US$17.50*
* Includes postage and handling.

For air mail ouiside Israel add $6.50,

tor a total of US$24.00

Jerusalem

Most Fair of Cities

Franklin Jagodnlk, ed.

Essays, poems, legends and biblical

quotations about Jerusalem
accompany superb contemporary

photographs and 1 9th-century

engravings of the city. Includes 53

colour plates. Published by Vilo.

Price: US$23.75*,

* Includes postage and handling.

For air mail outside North America,

add 52 76. for a total of US$20 50.

Published weekly January .9-1 j,.J|?83

How to order:
Check off the titles you want, fill in the form below, and mail it. with your payment, to
The Jerusalem Post Family Library at the address noted below Remember to allow six to e.qht
weeks for delivery by surface mail, or add the additional charge noted for air mail postage on each
book.

To: The Jerusalem Post Family Library
~ *"""

P.O. Box 81 , 91000 Jerusalem, Israel

Please send me the books indicated, at the address listed below

With Prejudice

St 7.50 surface mail

S24.00 via air mail

Jerusalem, Most Fair of Cities

$21.00 surface mail

$23.75 via air mail

H.N. Bialik

$12.50 surface mail

$1 7.50 via air mail

Growing Up Thin

$13.75 surface mail

$19.25 via air mail

The Hollow Peace
$17.50 surface mail

S24.00 via air mail

Street People
SI 7.50 surface mail

$24.00 via air mail

Total number of books ordered: Payment enclosed: $

Name (please print)

Address

City

. H.N. Bialik:

, 'Selected Poems
Translated by Ruth Nevo

The bilingual., Hebraw-English

anthology of work by Israel's

national poet. Translator Nevo is

' professor of literature at the

Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

Published by Dvir 'and The
Jarusalom Past.

Price: US$12.50*
* Includes postage and'handling

Far air mall, aulstjo Israel, add $5,00.

(pr a total of \JSS 17.50.

State '.....Zip.

Growing Up Thin
by Judie Oron

Offers a piogramma for proper diet,

exorcise and developing a positive
attitude towards your body.
Includes excorpls. from interviews
with numerous Israeli women on
their personal body images.
Illustrated and indexed. Published
by Carta and The Jerusalem Post.

I

Price:US$1 3,76*;,
* Includes postage and-Jftifdlmg

j

For air moll outside Israel, add $5.50.
for a io)al or US$19 26.

. •
. I

The Hollow Peace
by Shmuel Katz

Critical account of the Israeli-

Egyptian peace treaty, by Prime
Minister Begin's former information

advisor. Published by Dvir and The
Jerusalem Post.

Price: US$17.50*
* Includes postage and handling Far air

mail ouisida North America, add
$6 50. for a total of US$24.00

Street People ‘

by Helga Dudman
The stories behind the names of
Israel's main st reels. Illustrated.

with maps Published by Cana and
The Jerusalem Post.

Price: US$17,50*
* Includes postega and hsndfing. For air

mail ouiside North America, add
$0.60. for a total of USS24.Q0.

. -;i «•:
‘

Post Family Library
•^
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Economists say Med-Dead canal will ‘break even’
I!) CHARLES IIOI FMAN
Jerusalem I’ost Reporter

The linitl economic leusi bilily study or the

Mcditcrr.incan-Head Sen const plun hits con-

ducted thsii the benefits of the umbitious

hydroelectric project will just cover its $1.3

billion cost, making it u break-even proposition.

I-Isii mates two years ago pul the net economic

henefils nl $550 million.

The study'** conclusion was disclosed by

E nergy Minister Yitzhak Modu'i in an interview

with The Jerusalem Past. Modu'i plans to

recommend that the cabinet give its final ap-

proval to the project this month, once the study

is officially published.

Modu'i stressed that the cost-benefit calcula-

tions examined only the value of the electricity

i.. ;,c produced over u 50-year period, and not

me indirect benefits such as cooling for inland

power plains, industrial uses, and suit-water fish

ponds in the Aravn. I *-* *?-

No definite plans exist now for these

associated projects, and u recent report by the

Mediicrruncun-Deitd Sen Company concluded

that "at this stage, it is difficult to place u direct

value on such projects," An official associated

with the plan said that when the pre-feasibility

calculations were made in 1980, the direct

benefits were so obvious that there wus no need

to take the indirect benefits into account.

The project calls for water from the

Mediterranean to he pumped through u canal

and tunnel system into storage pools some 400

metres above the Dead Sea. The water will

— O'
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generate electricity at peak-consumption hours

in nn XOO-mcgawalt power plant as it cascades

down to the sea. The canal, about 110

kilometres long, includes KOknis of tunnels un-

de rnciitli Negev mount a hs.

Over u 20-yenr period starling in 1990, the

project will r,dsc the level of the Dead Sea

from -40K to -393 metres, nl which point the flow

will he reduced to maintain a stable level.

The earlier cost-benefit estimates were based

on lower rales of interest for the capital needed

to invest in the project, and on projections bf a

steady increase in the price of fuel to be

replaced by the hydroelectric power, Recent

shifts in the world capital and oil markets have

forced the planners to revise their calculations.

Asked how the economy could carry the

simultaneous burdens of the Med-Dead pro-

ject, a nuclear power plant and another coul-

fired power plant, Moda'i replied that the main

investments in these projects would be

staggered over a 15-20 year period.

Teva gets $3m. U.S. investment

to research bone disease drug
The market in 1982

By DAVIl) NORDELL
Jerusalem Post Reporter

A total of S3 million is to be in-

vested in a new drug research pro-

ject at Teva Fharamaccutical In-

dustries .n a result of a recent es-

uhlnhmcni of Jerusalem Medical

Partners, .t consortium of private in-

vestors m the V S., Teva has an-

nonlued

The research is to be on u drug
called 24,35 dihydroxy vitamin 1)3,

intended for treatment of os-

teoporosis, a bone disease found in

old people and in kidney dialysis

patients, and affecting millions of

people throughout the world.

The 60-member consortium is in-

vesting through a U.S. limited

partnership, giving members con-

siderable tax relief on their invest-

ment. About half the money is being
put up in matching loans by the

Chief Scientist of the Ministry of In-

dustry and Trade, Prof. Arie Lavie.

The actual research will be car-

ried out by Teva in cooperation
with the Weizmann Institute and
Yeda in Rchovol. Clinical tests on
the drug are already taking place

here and overseas.

The 24,25 dlhydroxy vitamin D3
project, started over five years ago,
is concerned with replacing a sub-
stance normally produced in the

kidneys, the lack of which, cither in

kidney pat ion [» of any age or in Old

people, causes deterioration of the

hone structure. No effective treat-

ment is yet known for this condi-

tion.

If further research shows Teva's

product to be successful, it is es-

timated that it will have a market of
hundreds of millions of dollars

worldwide.

Prof. Lavie announced that, out

of the IS200 million he has given in

aid for R&D in the field of drugs
this year, Teva has received some
IS30m., of which ISl9m. is his sup-

port for projects financed by limited

partnerships.

INSURANCE. — Bank Hapoalim
has from the first of this month in-

creased from IS40.000 to IS 1000,000

(he value or the free lire insurance

given to members its provident

funds. The figure is limited by the

amount held in the funds.

By MACABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. - The value of the

shares of all firms traded on the Tel

Aviv Slock Market increased by 1 1

7

per cent in 1982, to stand sit $17.6

billion, according to Sccuriteam, n

local financial consulting firm.

This figure is based on taking the

actual value of the shares traded on

the stock market, and projecting it

to include others not traded, that is,

held by the firms themselves. “The

calculations are made in dollars to

provide a better basis for com-

parison," Securiteam says.

The company with the greatest

increase in value was Bank
Hapoalim, whose shares rose by

$485 million, to stand at SI,926m. at

the end or the calendar year. It was

followed by Bank Leumi, whose
shares rose in price by $395m., to

stand at 51,772m.

In 1982, two companies appeared
for the first time among the

"eleven,” Solel Boneh, the

Histadrut-afTiliated construction

firm, and the Israel Corporation,

displacing Teva and Koor,

The biggest dollar gain was made

hy the Dead Sea Works, whose
value increased by $5 1 7m. (216%);

Hapoalim was up by S485m. (34%);

Leumi rose by $395m. (29%); Solel

Bunch, up $385m. (428%); and
FIBI, up $373 ill. (225%).

The firm which lost the most was
the Licetrie Corporation, which fell

in value by SI 5m. or 33%.

The much smaller companies
rose much faster in value. For ex-

ample, Pama rose by 5,100 per cent,

or S5lm.; Ispro rose by 1,430 per

cent ($143m.); Ata gained 667 per

cent (SlOOm.); and Moletl rose by
600 per cent or $18m.

The eleven largest firms on
December 31, 1982 were: —

Value on Value on

Name 31.12.81 31.12.82 Increase

S million S million S million

Hapoalim 1,441 1,926

Leumi 1,377 1,772

IDB 670 887

Dead Sen 239 756

Discount 464 652
FIBI 166 539
Clsil 148 514

Solel Boneh 90 475

Israel Corp. 112 442
Mizrahi 224 418

IDB Dev. 210 418

485

395

217

517
188

373

366
385'

310
194

208

TEL AVIV STOCK EXCHANGE
Prices supplied by Leumi Securities C‘orp„ 18 East 48lh St.. New York. N.Y. 10017. Phone loll Tree 800-221-4838.

Yearly high and low figures are based on (he exchange rate of IS E 5.60 lu the dollar.
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New company for

investors abroad
m

Jerusalem Post Reporter

United Mizrahi Bank plans to es-

tablish a new channel for overseas

investment in the Israeli economy
this year, to be called Mizrahi Inter-

national Investments. The new
company, details of which
were announced last week by
Mizrahi managing director Aharon
Meir, will initially try to raise $50

million from small and medium-size

investors, who do not yet have a

suitable means of investing in Israel.

It will direct the money raised to a

mixture of projects in industry,

tourism, agriculture and R&D.
.
Meir announced that the

provisional results of United
Mizrahi Bank (New York) showed a

rise in the balance sheet from

S3 1 7m. at the end of 1981 lo$430m.
at end 1982v Nef profits after taxes

had also risen, from $1.6m. to

S2.3in. He also said that UMB (New
York) will increase its share capital

by $5m. today, in order to raise its

capital-assets ratio.

Because 1983 is Mizrahi's 60th

jubilee year, the bank plans a series

of inujor events this year, including

the cornerstone laying of its new
headquarters building.

*3*8$

MK Danny Rosollo

Big business job
TEL AVIV. — Labour MK Danny
Rosolio will soon quit the Knesset

to lake up the job as secretary-

general of Hevrat Ovdim, the

Histadrut labour federation holding

company.
The Labour Party central com-

mittee has approved Rosolio’s

nomination for the post.

Rosolio’s new job is one of the
most powerful In the Israeli
economy.

Rates of exchange

More trade fairs

TEL AVIV, — The. Israel Trade
Fair Centre wifi hold a total of 24

exhibitions this year, it was announ-
ced last week by managing director

Ya'ncov Bur-Gcra.

Exhibitions on agricultural
technology, food products, tourism,

and industrial machinery are among
those to be held. Last year, the cen-
tre staged 21 exhibitions, which at-

tracted over 1,250,000 visitors, from
Israel nnd abroad.

The expanded exhibition
programme has been facilitated by
recent improvements to the centre's

buildings and facilities, Bar-Gera
said. A new Congress Centre, begun
last year, will open this year, and be
the venue for congresses and con-

ferences.

January 5, 1983
U.S. dollar

British sterling

German mark
French franc

Dutch guilder

Swiss Trane

Swedish krona
Norwegian krone
Danish krone
Finnish mark
Canandian dollar

Australian dollar

South African rand
Belgian franc (10)
Austrian schilling (10)
Italian lire (100)

Japanese yen (]00)
Jordanian dinar

33.8049

54.8366

14.3894

5.0770

13.0069

17.1839

4.6705

4.8605

4.0779

6.4489

27.4851

33.41M
31.7039

7.3044

20.4785

2.4932

14.7652

94.65

Elscint share issue
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TEL AVIV. — Elscint, which makes
the CAT scanner, and other:!

computer-based diagnostic medical /

imaging systems, has announced"
that it intends to float 1,200,000 new j

shares on the New York Stock Ex-

change.
. .

\
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Welfare system streamlined

n

k
(yx:

Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Koltek last week welcomed to the capital the Right Rev. John McIn-
tyre, moderator of the General Assembly or the Church of Scotland (second from left ). They arc
flanked by members of the band of the Old City’s Assyrian Club, one of them playing
bagpipes.

(Vcrji Fi/lon)

By CHARLES HOFFMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The number or persons and
ramifies now receiving "welfare"
from the National Insurance In-

stitute has stabilized at about 10,000
i cases, compared with 13,000 a year
ugo. At the same time, the number
of unjustified claims for income
maintenance under the law in-

troduced n year ago has steadily

declined from about half to a third

of the 3,000 new claims made each
month.
The head of the income

mainlennnce department in the Nil,
.Nathan Navon, told The Jerusalem
Post that these figures prove that

i

transferring welfare payments from
local municipal bureaus to the Nil
has made it harder for the undeserv-
ing to cheat the system, while mak-
ing sure that those really in need get

their due.

Of the 3,000 enses dropped from
the rolls during the last year, he

said, most were handicapped
persons now taken care of by other

Nil departments. The next largest

category includes the "welfare
cheaters,'' those discovered by the

Nil computer to own a car or real

estate, or to be holding a regular

job. The third group comprises 450
yeshiva students with families, who
now gel grants from (he Religious

Affairs Ministry.

Income maintenance grunts, this

month arc IS4.589 for a single

person, IS6.884 for a couple and
IS7.3S7 for a couple with two
children.

Of the 10,000 now on the rolls,

about 30 per cent are one-parent

families where need is relatively

easy to establish; 30 per cent belong

to the “working poor" who get in-

come supplements; 20 per cent are

men certified by the Employment
Service as unable to work; and 20

per cent arc those with temporary
illnesses or other special problems.

Famities reunited through reading lists of donors

‘.wuiii&i

SEVERAL OF THE donors who
contributed IS26.932.27 to the Toy
Fund over the past Tew days have

apologized for

their turdjness.

some adding the

rider thul they

suppose (hut use

cun be found for

the money
whenever it

arrives. Thul is

only loo true.

The Toy Fund total is now
IS892.72I.94, and a lot more is

needed to put 9ome more smiles on
young faces. Extra funds are also

desperately needed for "Forsake
Me Not." During the past week, the

Israeli media has highlighted the

plight of some 16,000 elderly people
whose means for keeping warm
could not stand up to the weather.

Send your contributions now to The
Jerusalem Post, POB 81, 91000,
Jerusalem. Israel, and remember to

make out separate cheques for
each, individual fund. Type or
block print all names intended for

publication.

Toy Fund donors were:
SI08 In memory of our beloved Rlnah — Her

parents, brothers and staters of Sea Point.

Aaron, Eltm and Ionian Poilelnik; Jeffrey,

Cymie and Debra Gauze; Aaron and Brian

Benjamin; Brian, Erik and Joy Schneld-

man; Shlomo, Neil and Judy Kovalski;

Anne Silver, Weitmounl, Quebec, Canada.
SI00 in honour or our three children Morris,

1 1an and Yael — Roseaane and Bob Levin,

Merion, Pa.

S75 In honour of our Tour children, Derek,

Benjamin, Jacob and Dabyla Brawn —
Dennis and Lquri.Brovbi, Houston, Texas.

152,000 Penny Egel, Tel Aviv.

543.39 Albert Einstein Unit B’nai B’rith,

Sydney, NSW, Australia.

S36 In memory of Joshua Gulntck — Allen,

Larry, and Howard, Madison, Wi. and
Jerusalem.

525 Kale Mary Dell, North Hollywood, Ca.‘

15750 For Eddie Newman, so vary much loved

and never forgotten— The Winters Family,

Haifa.

518 In honour oT our children Emily, Steven

and Ronnie — Beit and Jules Bayard.

Rockaway Beach, N.Y. In honour of Saba

and Savta, Nathan and Lotte Fischer —
Their loving grandchildren Dan end Yoav,

Skokie, Ilf Anonymous, Albuquerque,

N.M. In honour of our family reunion ef-

fected through The Jerusalem Past Toy
Fund — Leila and Nathan L Jacobson,

Orange, NJ. .

SI5 Blnnie and Sy Weinstein, HickivUle, N.Y.

510 In memory of our ion Shabbial Avriham
Haim — Selma and Edward Hnlzler,

Chicago, III. In honour of my grandson —
Blanche Q. Keno, Chicago, fit. Lea and

Betty Passman, Florida in memory of Rose

Liberman.
IS330 Nelta Most, N.Y.

. .. . .

1S3 18 Anonymous, Jerusalem.
1

1

IS300 Sark Bidermiri, Tel Aviv.

IS250 In memory of my darling father —

.

Anopymous, HatTa. In memory of my
beloved husband Theo Krphncr — Use

Krohner, Ramai Haihiron. For our

grandchildren Shlomi, Guy. Oali and Ben— Gin and J.R., Ramai Gan.
200 Nina Yoran, Tel Aviv. Anonymous,
Wallhcr, Ramai Oan.

(S180 tn honour of my family Avram. Sandy,
Michael and Alisa Dashefsky, Hartford —
With love from Batya, Jerusalem.

56.50 Mrs. Burman’s 4th Grade Class, Marlin
E. Young School, Randolph, Mass.

$5 Edythe Sreln's Kindergarten 2 class,
Solomon Schechler School. Jericho, N.Y.

ISIG0 In loving memory of our parents and kin— Three Alcf.

ALTHOUGH the main purpose of

The Jerusalem Pu\t funds is lu

provide for the needs of the less for-

tunate members of Israeli society,

there are some other sidelights.

Included in the lists of contributors

today are two families who were

reunited with relatives whose names
they happened to see in our donors*

lists. In both cases, their contribu-

tions were made in honour of the

reunions. Of course the more peo-

ple who give, the more likelihood

there is of other similar heart-

warming family get-togethers.

“FOUSBKE HEHOT
A group of senior citizons who

frequent Maon HaRofe in Haifa

held a Hanukka party on behalf of

“Forsake Me Not” and raised

[S 10,300. "Who can understand as

well as we the importance of the

work you are doing
1
' they wrote.

The understanding of how vital it

is to give aid and comfort to people

in -the twilight of their lives knows
no borders. The Albert Einstein

Unit of B'nai B’rith in Sydney,

Australia sent in a second hand-

some contribution in less than a

month. During this past week; we
have : also received 1 contributions

from America, Canada, Oermany,
France and a promise from the

Jewish Community of Stockholm

tHU two large sums for both ’’For-

sake Me Not” and The Toy Fund
are en route.

1

'..New ’’Forsake Me Not” con-

tributions, amounting to

1864,163.22, have boosted the total

to IS990, 107,U-
p ’’Forsake Me Not11

donors were;

5500 In honour of our parents — Roieinno

,
and Bob Lovln, Morion,, ft.

1

IS 10,300 frocetdi 6t a Hanukkaparty held by

Senior ’CltUtai si the 1 Physicians Home
(Maon iHaRofe) .Haifa. . .

'

£80 Ip celebration.oOflfJc Davioi1

80th birth-

day al the Plaza Hotel, Jehlialem. — I.

Davtei Charities Ltd.* London, England.

596.44 • B'ltal B “rilh Albert Elniteln Unit,

...Sydney, NSWi Aftttrdli. •

[$2,000 Penny Egel, Tc|,Avlv.

ISI.800 Ahcmymoufl. Jeruiileni:
1

—(SI ,680 In memory ofmy laid husband Mrs.

V. Wechsler, Galveston, Texas.

550 Amalie G. Simon, Miami Beach, FI.

DM100 Anonymous, Mannheim, West Oer*
muny.

ISt 200 A group of mercy-makcr* from
Caesarea.

ISI.000 Anonymous, Omcr. Anonymous.
Jerusalem. Dr. Posner. Ncianya.

525 tn honour of (he 50th wedding anniversary
of Retij and Sid Raieatwclg of
ftiladelphla. Pa — Dr. end Mrs. Michael
Roscnzweig, Tucson, Arizona. In
memury of my wife Rose — Sol GiLler,

Margate. R. Kate Mary Dell. North Hoi-
lywoud, Ca. In honour or our cousins
Gertrude and Dr. HBrvey Cohen of
Jerusalem, whom we located last year
through The Jerusalem Pan “Foriake Me
Not" fund — The South Bend/Haifa Cohns.
Naida. David Alan and Lama

IS700 To the memory of our grandmother

Tir/a. whom we never had the chance to

meet — Her seven kibbuiznik
grandchildren Ran, Ayala, Tamar. Vair

(Yotvata) and Boar, Na'ama and Aasaf

( Erezl. Carmel Bridge Players, Haifa.

518 In memory of our dear parents Minnie and
Louis Wiener and Celia and Samuel
Bayevsky — Bert and Jules Bayard,
Rockawajr Beach, N.Y.

IS500 To Tamar, an the occasion of your
birthday—The Family, Jerusalem In loving

memory of Grandmam Sara and Grandpop
Lou — Gail, Jack, Judy and Becca; Belh,
Mario, Nogs and Inbal; Carol, Zion and
Adam and Rachel. In memory of my dear
mother Betsle; Menno, Clara and Jaquei
who all passed away in the month of
Hcahvan — LB. Kolthoff, Beth Jotes
Parents Home, Haifa. Anonymous, Haifa.

515 Anonymous, Haifa. A. Ben Joshua, Haifa.

Rita Hirsh Feld, Rehovot. Blnnie and Sy
Weinstein, Hicksville, N.Y. Dorothy Jaffe,

South Bend, Indiana.

IS400 In honour of the 8Sth birthday of a very
good friend — B.B., Jerusalem.

IS360 To honour our Bobi end Zaida from
Canada on their visit to Israel — with love,
Mira and Guy Spiro. In loving memory of

Dr Tuvia Bar llan — Tmima Bar flan,

Holon.

510 Happy Hanukka to the Josh Sobel Family
in Haifa --Ceclle and Paul Qradner, South
Bend, Indiana. Anne F. Verier, Worcester,
Ma.

IS324 18 times Hal— E. Elliott, Jerusalem. 2
[S3 18 Anonymous, Jerusalem;

IS300 Mr. Lowcmteln.

-IS230 In memory of my darling father —
Anonymous, Haifa. In memory of our
parents — Gin and J.R„ Ramai Gan. Prof.
Joseph. J, Roseman, School of
Mathematics, Tel Aviv University.

15200 Wallhcr, Ramai Gan. Eva and Emil El-

lenborg. Hairs. Congratulations to Rosa
and Boris Anolik of Zimbabwe on their

50th wedding anniversary — Mr, end Mrs.
Joe Salem, Romat Gan,

rSI80 In honour of my parent! Leo and Sylvia
• Dashefsky of Philadelphia— With thanks,
> Batya.

ISlOO S. and E. Rosenfttein, Nctenya, In loving
memory of our parents and kin — Three
Alef.GuityJlayon, Haft, 6th contribution-.

ivy of

liatl.

S20Q Anonymous, Coral Gables, FI.

5100 Nurmiin J. Levy, New York, N.Y. Henry
unil Louie Neihlunu Tucson. A i. Proceeds
nf raffle held at Golden Agen luncheons of
Hie Chcvri Alievas Chested, Baltimore,
Md.

JSJ.wai Nickiand Karen, KosinniiJ, with love
IS2,u7V Shimon and Sahib* Atraghji, D'nei

llrjk

5M) In memory of our parents Hu ,ind Nal
Wcisvhlum ;md darling mcce Liu — -Morris

nnd IjIIuui Levin, Brooklyn. N.Y. Michael
A Cjr.isik. I'vjnsion, III. In honour of Uiu,

KMh birthday or Alev Sok*,iy of Toronto,
l .Hindu — ttefl ami Beatrice Copeland.
SjimvoLi, l

:
l. In honour of nur grandparent*

Sum .ind l:Mher linker and Irving and Mary
Horn* n/ — Mra. ram.in and Ariclla
[hiker, reanckk. N J

ist.Mfti KiehicN New York Ptr/.,i Ltd .

Jerusalem.
ISI.ikxi In nieuinry of uur dear parents Ro%>
md N.tchum flro/in and Sarah and Barnett
Mandcl — L'clle and Marcus Mandcl.
Her/liva Pituach.

I- 1- 2tai Anne-Manc, Joseph. David and hva
Prcvhu rger. P.«ri). France.

15721) Tn the rumes of Mi«-'hui. Semadar.
Keren and tlil

525 Gerald J. HudUmrier, Arlington, Va.

ISTsti Anonymous, Jerusalem.

IS7tXi In honour of Bans and Rosa Anolick on

the occasion of Ihcir gulden wedding an-

niversary on Jany 8, 1985 — Babs and
Siiinley Junes. Kibbuie tin Hashofet.

518 Bert wishes to Aunt Becky Tor a complete
and comfortable recovery — Ruth and
Gene, Nancy and Chuck, David and
Eleanor Fax, Pittsburgh, Pa. To the bubbas
and /aydes of Israel in memory of my
beloved grandparents Rose and Samuel
Lu* — Carolyn S. Goldman, Philadelphia,

Pn. Debbie, Randee, Michelle and Jamie
Robbins, Dal tint ore. Md. In memory of our
grandfather Mai Hornung (Mordecai Ben
Leibiih Dov HaCohen) and uncle EUas
Schwarz (Bliyahu ben David Zalman) —
David Schwarz* Chicago, ML and Rabbi
Llmkim Schwarz, Brooklyn, N.Y. In
memory or our parents Yisroel Moshe and
Rivkch Morkoviu and YoserTzvi and Han-
nah Lamson — He/shel and Marion
Murkovitz, Pittsburgh, Pa. ln mcmory of

my beloved parents 5arah and David —
Minnie FinVeinsin. Rive rxflalc, N.Y, Happy
Birthday Jerusalem Post — Doris, Al and
Karan Simms, Fair Lawn, N.J. Fn memory
of our parents Samuel and Pearl Baker —
Their living children, St. Louis, Mo. Mill

pnd Edith Dutkin, Chprry (fill, NJ.
ISS00 Frieda Brockman, Jerusalem. The

Moriah Hotel Synagogue, Tel Aviv.
SIS 'Bello Sheppard Mann.-- Newton Centre,

Ma..

SIO Joseph Clark, New York. N.Y. Harvey and
CUiiaoy Morgenlender, Wtil Hempitead,
N.Y. Sam KslaznFckl, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada- Pupils of the Religioua School jOf

the Seafard Jewish Centre, Sanford, N.Y.
I5J00 Moltinger, Ashdod.
IS2Q0 lit memory of our parent* Btmhard and

Hedvig Gulmann .and Joel and Jetii

Meligar, — Slegfrled.aiid Anny Giitmann,

'TOME HIE NOT"

T|ie following list or donor& :to the

Forsake Me Not fond was published
in the daily edition of The Post
eurlier lust week:

Kiryai Ono. In memory of our parent i —
Morris and Libby Aben, Hairs; Naomi
Oeratef, Haifa.

’ *

55 JonniTor Kraus4. San Francisco, Ca. Rachel
Sncrlinfc 8, Seaford, N.Y.

ISI25 FroL Alberto Sogjilh, Ja rustic iri.

'

15100 Mr. and Mrs. Samuel S. Kudiih, Rqrnat

;
’ A.Vlv.- Anorlyinout.'Ja rti talent,

. f
* 1

- I
'

. 'J I i

... And here is a list of earlier Toy
Fund contributors:
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liMaTSTiT
6 MX) Nuriii.in I Levy. New Turk. N V.
IS.U»m Nicki.tnd k.itvn. Kuan.inn, with lo$c

572 I "inna M.t\ 1 ,h Washington. Dt
punx hut ct'uMiis S.it .1 lhinm .md
it Ncwinn t'cnire. \\ass in wishing u liap-

P> I i.inukk.i I*’ iIr* children iti Krucl
5>n llcnrv an*] I oUk- Vihlu'ii. 1 uitun, \:

An»ai\m<ius. I 'oral < i.tNle$, I l.i Mulucl V

( .trjvL tiARAUm. IU

I.SI.NXl Ritrhic'i Ncii Wrk Jerusalem
IS 1.2* Xi Hrnl^i: lamihii;-* L.mcaJ. t ;opp jnd

S.i.ii, N.ih.tn\ i

5.b* The child rvn of the Temple llevcd Sah-
hjlh SkhtioL Scr.mCun. Pa Debbie *

Kunduc. Mu. he lie and Jamie Rubbms.
ha Ik tm ore. MJ

ISI.cxvj in lu^nour of our granddaughter Sari

Kt»vc Poll — Celle .ind Marini Mandcl.
Ikrdiv.t Pauavh

I 10X> Anne-Marie. Joseph. David and Lva
Pre^hurgcr. Pans, hrsmee

S25 Bejiricc ( opcLmd. Sarasota. H. Gerald
G. K BoJLmdcr. Arlington, Va. In honour
or the second birihd.i) on December lb,

19h2 of uur beloved granddaughter Keren
Sofer who lives with her udoring parents
Taadok and Linda in Mizrach Tsdpioc,
Jerunnlem — Rose and Bill Oroshnik,
Plain He Id. N.J,

SI *4 In honour of the wedding anirivereary of
Duivid and Avivu Rubin of Chicago— Scott
Lev nnd Deborah Rubin Ficldi, Lm-
colnwond, NJ. For brads future: ill

hildren. in memory of my beloved grand-
mother Lena Sievelz Goldman — Carolyn
S. Goldmun, Philadelphia. Pa. In honour of
our children Naomi, Kibbutz Shluchot;
Joshua, Pittsburgh; Sarah, Washington, D C.— Hershel and Marion Markovilz, Piti-

ifaurgh% Pa. In honour of the birth of my
great -niece Sara Jeuica — Minnie Finkds-
tcin. RiverdaEe. N.Y. In honour of 'Ariel

Hammerschlag's Bar Mitzvah, Kibbutz
L'Havotilabashan — Al, Doris and Karen
Str-iuu, Fulr Lawn, N.J, Mi|J and Edith
Dutkin, picrry Hill, N.J. In honour of the
Bar Miizva of my grandson Boaz Ylsioc]

Rolenberg. Jerusalem and the forthcoming
wedding or my granddaughter Yael
Rolenberg un Raphael Mcnachem Bar-
Chen in Jcruuilem — Stephanie Werthclm,
N.Y.

JS500 La* und Ehahu Arbel, Ramai Gan.
515 Belle Sheppard M^nn, Newton Centre,

Ms.
S 10Joseph Clark, New York, N.Y. Harveyand

Eleanor Morgenlender, West Hempstead,
N.Y. Sum Ksirunicki, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada. In honour of the Stanley Levines
or Ptmh Tifcvnh — the Wassermaris,
Baltimore, Md. < •

ISJOO Hottlnger, Ashdod.
,

IS20O In honour of our grandchildren Eynal
und Michael — Anny and Siegfried Gut-
ntnnn, Kiryat Ono. In honour of our grind-
daughters Mkhal and Mayrav :Amir l—
Morris and JJbby Alpert, Hairs. -

f
.•

ISI80 In deepest sympathy to Jack lHriel und 1

famib bn the loss of ihelt daughter— Allda
and Meir Bunder, Mevas^erei Z|mj

55 Sarah Shapiro, New York, ;N,Y. Pirtl and
second grades Forman Hebrew Day

- SchOfif, Qklnf Park, Pa.
IS 1 25 Prof, Alhcrtb Soggln, Jerusalem/ ^ -

ISKW Dora end SatnuerKudbh, Ramai iAvIv.

w
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READERS' LETTERS

AMERICAN DOUBLESPEAK PLEA FROM FAMILIES OF FALLEN

<5

5

/if the Hdllnr of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — The September I speech

by President Rengon was not the

same peace plan with which Prime

Minister Begin, opposition lender

Shimon Peres, and the Arab govern-

ments were presented.

On August 31, U.S. Ambassador
Samuel Lewis brought to Prime
Minister Begin what Ls called hero in

the U.S. "Talking Paper,” or “Talk-

ing Points," or "Reagan’s Letter."

The differences between the "Talk-

ing Points" and the televised

"Speech*' ex plain why Begin
reacted so vehemently and abruptly

to such a reasonable, pleasantly

presented, bold initiative Tor pence

as Reagun's televised speech ap-

peared to be. Begin has been
criticized by his friends and enemies

for such an undignified blithursi.

Many American Jews tfBrb*%i1ib(ir-

rnssed by such an unseemly display

of rejection against Israel's only ap-

parent ally in today’s world.

I Vic Talking Points were idso

designed by Secretary of State

(ieoTge P. Shull/, and shown to

Shimon Peres, who gave it his

qualified support.

I he Talking Points were also of-

fered to the Arab countries before

Begin saw them. Shultz received en-

couragement from the Arabs prior

to the President’s official speech.

However, the Arabs’ declaration at

Uicir Ihw summit was a rude slap in

the face of Shull/, rejecting oil the

major premises or the Shultz plan.

The U.S. capitulated to the prior

Arab position in a posture of an-

ticipatory appeasement.

Worst of nit, these machinations

violated prior U.S. commitments,

dating ns far back os the 1973

Disengagement from the Suez
Canal, up to and including the Comp
David Accords, wherein the U.S.

was committed to consult with

Israel first on all peace proposals.

Ii\ return for violating U.S.-lsrael

strength in alliance and Camp
David, the only existing basis for

peuce, the U.S. may have lost

Israel’s confidence, not gained one

inch with the Arabs, and successful-

ly undermined the American Jewish

solidarity with Israel, eroded their

own pride in their Jewish Stntc —
all in tho name or criticizing, not

Israel, hut Begin.

Please beware of the Reagan-

Shultz plan, as it truly was meant to

he, ns the Talking Paper remains

Reagan’s foreign policy Initiative in

the Middle East. The Peace Plan is

no option for peace.

(JAIL WINSTON, Director.

Melr Mid-Last Information Research

In Chicago.

Highland Park, Illinois.

ZIONIST LEADERSHIP
/n the Editor nf The Jerusalem Pott

Sir, — I must express surprise at

the many inaccuracies in the article

by llic/er Jaffa of Dccum tier 2b,

“The 30th Zionist Congress Cir-

cus."

I. 1 have not held the dual posi-

tion of serving ns a member or the

Zionist Executive and of the Zionist

General Council. No member of the
l-.xeculive cun do so legally. In an-

ticipation of my leaving the Ex-

ecutive of the WZO at the 30th

Zionist Congress, I was elected to

serve on the new Zionist General
Council.

2. 1 have never been Chairman of
the American Zionist Federation.

3. My assignment as a member of

the WZO Executive was to serve as

Chairperson for the American Sec-

tion. My assignment on the Board of

Governors (not the Executive) of

the Jewish Agency was to chair

higher education.

4. All members of the Board of

Governors of the Jewish Agency

served on it Caesarea commission.

My usignment was the nliya and

kliUt commission.

I only recently accepted election

us President or the Jewish National

Fund iiv the’ U.S. because I was con-

cluding my term on the WZO Ex-

ecutive and so once again there is

no overhipping of activity in m>
holding this position.

As u serious Zionist leader, I con-

sider it my responsibility to be ac-

tively engaged in positive efforts

wherever possible, and wish that

more Zionist leaders would also feci

this way. To serve on a hoard with-

out assuming committee assignments

is non-productive and an avoidance

or a vital obligation of leadership.

With regard to the urgently

needed reform in the structure and
method of operation of the WZO,
may I refer Dr. Juffe to my speech
at the congress in which I called Tor

a "project renewal" for the WZO.

CHARLOTTE JACOBSON
New York.

WZO COMPTROLLER’S REPORT
To the Editor of The Jeru talent Post

Sir, — A Tew points about the

WZO Comptroller’s report of
December 10:

* fM ’

When 1 became World Chairman
of Keren Hayesod in March 1978.
we discovered a number or ad-
ministrative weaknesses which we
subsequently corrected. The
Comptroller’s report primarily dculi

with that budgetary year and
those procedures which I and our
new director-general, appointed in

I'JKM, have improved.
Our budget is approved, not rally

by the WZO, but by a World Board
of Trustees initiated shortly after I

took office. This Board, whose
members include overseux cam-
paign leaders, hits helped U> refine

out administrative procedures and
led to increased control and public

uccminlubitiiy.

The rc-examinulion of ad*
ministration and procedure* is an
ongoing practice at Keren Hnyesod-
UlA. One result is that while in (979
we had 145 employees in Jerusalem,

FACEU “

. i*. • ,

• . tii

: *•

a a

today the number Is 1 1 1 . It has been

our improved budgeting procedures

which enable full disclosure of our

operating costs. These and other

facts were presented to our Trustees

and to the Comptroller.

It is not the Comptroller’s job to

praise, but to criticize. Wc are

working on implementing those

parts of his criticism which may not

yet have been Fully implemented.
Praise, howe ver, has been expressed

hy leuding businessmen and peo-

ple of finance for the many innova-

tions sve have iilrcudy introduced.
They also understand thut it does
cost mure to raise funds today for

obvious reasons, although for less

thtin the 13 per cent cited in your
report.' . , • i

- • i

I would gladly have discussed;
these and other points with your
reporter, had I been asked to do so.

DR. A VRAHAM A Vl-lIAl,

World Chairman„

Keren Hayesod
Jerusalem,

Minister Burg

SUMMER TIME
To the F.dttor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, —1 It seems to me that we are

again the "Chosen People" —
chosen to spend another summer
without summer time, if we ore to

lake Dr. Yosef Burg's answer to the

interviewer's question at his press

conference of December 22 serious-

ly. There will be no summer time,

Dr. Burg dcclurcd with absolute

finality, because he hns scientists’

statements that it is harmful,

How come that millions of people

around the world show no ill side-

effects from summer lime year after

year? How did it happen that we
survived the few, short months of an

hours extra daylight without any visi-

ble harm a couple of years ago? Not
to mention the shekels saved by a

lower electricity bill. Peanuts to Dr.

Burg, but a tidy sum for a working

man like me (and the country).

Would it not be more honest to

slate that summer time interferes

with the religious practices or a cer-

tain minority and that Dr. Burg

cares little about the majority's

view?

1 strongly object to having my in-

tellect continuously insulted by a

false pretence or concern for the

people's welfare, which in reality is

nothing but narrow-minded seif-

interest.

GEORGES BASNIZKl
Moshav Bet Nakofa.

NEW YEAR’S EVE
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Once again, the end of the

"civil" year is upon us, and with it

the ludicrous attempts by various

guardians of religious purity to in-

terfere with New Year's Eve
celebrations in public places.

It should be made clear once and
for all that New Year's Day is not a

Christian religious holiday but, in

most countries of the Western
world a civil legal holiday which
marks the beginning of a new year
in the Gregorian calendar. The
celebrations culminating at mid-
night on December 31 have,
therefore, no religious significance

whatever; they are simply meant to

usher in the new year in a spirit of
good cheer and optimism.
The fact that, for Catholics,

December 31 is the day of St.

Sylvester (ns every day in the year is

associated with one of the Saints)

has caused the merry-making to

become popularly known in certain

regions ns Sylvester night. But this

designation is completely unknown
in the English-speaking world, and
there is no reason why it should be
utluchcd to New Year's Eve in this

'“country. Nor is there iany reason
' why that part or Israel's population
which uses the Gregorian calendar
in everyday life should be prevented
from sharing in the Innocent custom
or ushering in the New Year with a
party.

ERNEST STOCK
Jerusalem,

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — The. families of the fallen

of the Jewish Brigade would like to

draw attention to an important

national and ethical problem, name-
ly the perpetuation of the memory
of the young people of the pro-state

Yishuv who gave their lives i for

Israel. i, ,

,

In accordance with the policy. of,

our pre-slate institutions, the.

Yishuv's sons enrolled in Jewish un-
its during World War II and, in the

course of their lengthy service, they 1

formed the Jewish Brigade. .Ther
cream of our youth were sept on
special missions in the firm gonyic-..

lion that, after the war, represen-

tatives of the Yfthuv would par-

ticipate in the subsequent negotia-

tions on nn equal footing with other

nations,
-
just &s they had par-

ticipated- in the Tight against the

Nazis.

In “recognition” of thejf
sacrifice, the Stale and Its institu-

tions have forgotten the tremendous
contribution of these young people.

They arc being excluded from the

annals of our history. No decent

memorial has been set up in their

honour. The families of the fallen

have asked for years that their

names — 33 of them are still buried

in remote places in Italy — should

be engraved on the memorial on
Mount Herzl in honour of the

Yishuv’s sons who fought and died

•abroad (This memorial carries no
names at present).

On Remembrance Day, the grief

of the families is magnified because

their sons' graves are not in Israel

and they have no place to gather to

recall their memories.

!
The families of the fallen of the

, Brigade want to participate in all

memorial services as a right,

alongside the families of all soldiers

who died in Israel's wars.

Please help us commemorate our
loved ones who gave their young

,

lives for their country, to which they

did not return.

Z. SHNEOUR
(In the name of the families of the

dead of the Jewish Brigade

I

Tel Aviv.

ISRAEL-DIASPORA RELATIONS
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir,— There is no question that it

is Israelis, not Diaspora Jews who
bear the principal burden of Israel’s

security. If Israel’s security fails,

Jews in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, not

Paris and Miami, will directly suf-

fer. But to use these truths to

silence the recent criticisms by
world Jewry is to totally misunder-

stand the relationship between Isrel

und the world, between Jews and
Israelis.

The security of Israel is affected

by events outside of the region, new
alliances, broken treaties, boycotts,

arms -increases and cut-offs, as

much as by developments in the

urea. The voices of international

Jewry ure among the few non-Israeli

groups left still concerned about

Israel’s security, and in a position,

far better than the average Israeli,

to offer advice and counsel on these

developments. It is for Israel to ac-

cept them or not.

Perhaps even more to the point,

whether we like it or not, Israeli

actions do affect the physical

security of Diaspora Jews. Israelis

are not the only ones threatened by

the recent upsurge of anti-Semitism

and anti-Zionism. In fact, given the

recent events in Europe and the

U.S., perhaps it is the Israelis, now
secure behind their borders ac-

cording to Prime Minister Begin,

who have no right to tell us to re-

main silent.

STEVEN A. LEIBO
Carlinville, Illinois.

OVERSEAS ADVICE FOR BEGIN
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I listened with shock and
amazement to the address of Mr.
Greville Janner, President of the

Bourd of Deputies of British Jews,
at the Zionist Congress. Whilst Mr.
Junncr may claim to speak on
behalf of British Jewry, there are

substantial numbers who do not

agree with his views, nor with his

stance vis-d-vis the Government of
Israel.

Personally, I think it the height of

arrogance and impertinence to seek

an Israeli platform, in full glare of

the media, to advise the
democratically elected Prime
Minister of Israel how to formulate

policies which do not incon-

venience Anglo-Jewry. The prime
concern of the Government of

Israel is the security or the state and

the welfare of its citizens.

S. WACHTEL ,

Delegate to 30th Zionist Congress

Jerusalem (Manchester).

ISRAELI ACCUSATIONS AGAINST U.S.
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

.

Sir, — Your news report "Shamir
accuses U.S. of breaking its pledge
on aid" (December 3) can only be
read with mixed feelings, to say the
least.

came from Russia, Gaddafi and the

PLO -

-*- strange bedfellows for

Israel) but we declared'atlhe same
time that we would set up 10 new'

settlements, the financing of which

we apparently expected as a matter
Was not our Foreign Minister., ,pf course to come in one way or

forewarned by his envoy jp Jhb
,
another from the U.S.

United States, that the establish-" Under these circumstances, to

ment of new settlements in lhc'^d- ‘‘‘pul the blame on President Reagan
ministered territories would -bring ' for not increasing U.S. aid can only
us, at this juncture, into direct con-
flict with the U.S. administration?:

Moreover, not only did we refuse

even to consider President Reagan’s
peace plan (the other flat nyets

cause bitterness. The Begin-Shamir

administration can be accused of

many things, but lack of hutzpa is

not .one of them.

Haifa. MENAHEM GOLAN

THE JERUSALEM POST INTERNATIONAL EDITION

SEATING ALLOCATION AT CONGRESS
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

'

.

Were tho organizers of this

Sir, — In tho photograph of the
1

dignified occasion so devoid of

opening ceremony of ' the 30th sense of proportion os to allot ajsoaj

Zionist Congress, which appeared to young Alion Dulzin right, there,

in your Issue of December 8 (here next to his father, Arye Dulzin?
was a voting man, wearing a ski Were the Juniors of other delegates

jacket, Jeans and cowboy boots, sit- also allotted seats In the hall next to

ting in the first row of the Binyencl their parents?
Ha'uma, two places away from the

1 DAVID ORLY.
President of Israel, - > Ganei Yehuda.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
THURSDAY, JANUARY 6, 1983

Waiting for Hussein

to join the talks
FOR THE PAST few days the reports have been multiplying
that, despite President Reagan's seeming failure last month to

coax King Hussein into joining the peace talks with Israel on
the basis of the Reagan interpretation of the Camp David ac-

cords, Jordan will soon make an announcement of its

readiness to do just that.

That was the assessment aired in Jerusalem earlier this week
by William Quandt, the National Security Council’s chief
Middle East expert during the Carter administration. The
same forecast was repeated here yesterday, in essence, by
U.S. Senator Paul Tsongas, citing information given him by

The Friday Dry Bones

officials iri Cairo.
" '

The Jordanian change of course would presumably follow
another visit to the White House by King Hussein — and a
scheduled meeting between President Reagan and Premier
Begin.

Such reports are plainly not authoritative: Senator Tsongas,

for example, is still to receive confirmation of what he has

heard In Cairo from officials in Amman, where he is heading
next. Some reports, too, point in the opposite direction. Thus
it was possible for Foreign Minister Shamir to tell the Knesset
Foreign Affairs and Defence Committee that the Jordanian
monarch had no immediate intention of entering the peace
talks. But since immediacy is not a very precise term, this

could be mere quibbling.

Israel policy-makers would in any case be well advised to

proceed on the assumption that a shift in Jordan’s policy is, if

not in the offing, at least a distinct possibility.

King Hussein’s consent to negotiate would, it is true, be

hedged with a number of conditions. Once he has got

Yasser Arafat to underwrite his venture, if only tacitly, the

king would wish, for one thing, to include in his negotiating

team some Palestinians known for their association with the

PLO. So far, Israel’s stand on this matter, as enunciated by the

late Moshe Dayan, has been that this country would not op-

pose the participation of Palestinians so long as they have not

made a point of flaunting their PLO loyalties. If this is still

Israel's position, it need not prove an obstacle.

A far more serious matter is King Hussein's reported in-

sistence on a freeze on Israel settlement in the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip, as suggested jn the Reagan Plan. Mr. Reagan's

idea of the freeze was in facf borrowed from Mr. Carter, who
thought he had secured, at Camp David, Mr. Begin'* consent

to it "during the negotiations concerning the establishment of

Palestinian self-government." That, however, turned out to

have been something of a misunderstanding.

As Mr. Begin saw it, his consent had only been given to a

-three-month moratorium on settlement activity in the

territories pending the conclusion of a peace treaty with

Egypt.

When, last September 1, Mr. Reagan revived the idea it was
in conjunction with his plan for an eventual “association" bet-

ween the territories, or most of their area, and Jordan. In pan-

ning the entire plan, one of Mr. Begin’s arguments was that

Mr. Reagan was attempting to prejudge the outcome of the

five-year autonomy. But in fact the purpose of the freeze was
to prevent IsraelJt?plf from -u nil at ally deciding the future of

Judea,.Samaria and Gaza through settlements — which are

the means whereby Eretz Yisrael, in the words of Mr. Shamir
at the Bnei Akiva convention this week, "shall all of it be
ours.”

Any Jordanian bid to join the peace talks on condition of a

settlement freeze will, then, be flatly rejected by Premier

Begin as unworthy even of consideration. King Hussein must

know this. He must also be aware, that unless he starts talking

there will soon, as Bethlehem Mayor Freij has repeatedly war-

ned him, be nothing to talk about. The process of incor-

porating the territories into Israel will have become irreversi-

ble.

What, then, would King Hussein gain from making his con-

ditional peace bid? Perhaps he expects to drive, for once, a

truly disastrous wedge between the
(

U.S. and Israel. Perhaps,

too, he hopes it will help smooth tjffcway for Senate approval

of Jordan’s request for a large arms. package, including pianos

and missiles.

In any case he would be beUePoff than continuing to stand

on the sidelines — or, conversely ,
endorsing tl)e present

Israeli formula, in which there ia.'j itt1e» ,ir. anything, .of interest

to him,
1
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 7, 1983

The truth about the economy
THE PICTURE of the economy that emerged frtfm the report

by the Central Bureau of Statistics a week ago was melancholy
enough. Even more depressing, however, has been the reac-

tion of Yoram Aridor’s Treasury team to the revealed facts.

What the facts reveal is that, while the individual consumer
may have never had it as good as last year, the national

economy may have never had it as bad. This information
should keep the alarm bells ringing day and night in the

corridors or economic policy-makers. Instead, it is being
taken in stride, almost as though it represented some signal

achievement.

True, the gross national product, per capita, dropped three

per cent, and exports fell in absolute terms for the first time in

years while heavily subsidized imports rose, thus bringing the

balance of payments gap to nn all -lime high of nearly S3
billion. But all this, it is officially argued, must be seen in (he

context of the world recession.

The fact, however, is that, largely due to the recession, the

prices of oil and other materials were appreciably lower last

year than the year before, and that there was a 28 per cent

reduction in the country’s defence purchases from abroad.

Nevertheless, the country’s economic performance was

horrendous.

Paradoxically, while the balance of payments gap widened,
inflation resisted a desperate effort to bring it down. But, so

the official argument runs, unemployment remained spec-

tacularly low compared with its level in the major western

countries. This is true, bul it ignores the worrisome spread of
concealed unemployment throughout the economy.

»

Reliable reports speak of industries where redundant per-

sonnel have not been laid off only in expectation of an upturn

sometime soon to follow a change of government policy.

In the meantime, many businessmen who see no point in ex-

panding their plant or renovating their equipment are in effect

encouraged to turn from exports to imports and to indulge in

the stock exchange game.
i

•
’ •

How then does this country manage to keep head above
water economically? Only, of course, through tne massive in-

fusion of funds from abroad. Thanks to massive U.S. support
by way of grants and loans, credits may be obtained from
other sources as well. Remove that support, and the result

could be economic catastrophe.

This is the truth about Israel’s economy which the Treasury
would like to obscure and if possible suppress.

Coping with snow
THE SNOW on New Year's pay made us all Intensely aware
of how hard u lime our soldiers arc having in Lebanon. If snow
was thick in Jerusalem and even thicker on the Goldn Heights,
we can imagine how severe conditions wore In the mountains
or Lebanon. We trust that the Israel Qefendc Forces
emulated the speed and efficiency of the Jerusalem
Municipality in modifying the dangers, distress and discom-
fort of the show. .

FRIDAY, JAN. 7, 1983

Navon’s visit
THE DELICACY of President

Navon’s visit to Washington
hardly requires elaboration.

An Israeli president's room for

manoeuvre is restricted at the

best of times. The limitations

on Mr. Navon and the cir-

cumspection required from
him were especially strict

given the political situation in

Israel at this time and the in-

tense speculation surrounding

the president’s future.

The fact that the stay in

Washington seems to have
passed off so well is a tribute

to the tact and perspicacity of

both guest and hosts. One out-

of-place word and the media
would have pounced. But
there were no such slips and

Mr. Navon brought credit to

himself and to his country.

Very properly, he restricted

himself to those issues and
causes that unite the vast ma-
jority of Israelis; Jerusalem,
secure and negotiated borders,

peuceful relations with
Lebanon, etc. On these lie

could speak out cogently, in

private conversations with

President Reagan und his aides

and in public appearances:

Just as Mr. Navon focused

on fundamentals, so too did

President Reagan dwell on the

basic verities of U.S. -Israeli

friendship. This was no mere

exercise in platitudes, for some
of those home truths lend to he

blurred in the hurly-burly of

the day-to-day relationship,

with its various ups and downs.

The rehearsal, by the two
heads of stale, of Israel's vearn-

i n g for peace and of
America’s commitment to help

her achieve it should put into

proper perspective the
current, hopefully transient,

"down" in relations between
the two governments.

The visit, and the cordiality

of President Navon’s reception

in Washington, is an occasion

to note the hollowness and
pretentiousness of the “anti-

Americanism" which certain

government circles here pur-

port to affect.

Despite Defence Minister
Sharon’s somewhat dis-
ingenuous protestations of in-

jured innocence on television

this week, his penchant for

fomenting suspicion, rancour
und recrimination against the
U.S. role in the region is well

known — in Jerusalem und in

Washington. Other senior
ministers have sought, without
much success, to curb what
one of them termed Mr.
Sharon's “war talk against the
Americans, as though they
were our enemy No. I."

The success of President

Navon's visit to Washington is

further proof, if proof were
needed, of the underlying con*
cordance of Israel, and
American views and interests.
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